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MSC may lose winter
session but summer
vacation may be longer
by Michael Rennie
MSC students may lose the option of taking winter
session courses, but could enjoy a longer summer vacation.
Extending the summer break by one week and short
ening the winter break by the same are just two of the issues
being examined by the calendar and scheduling committee.
Examining the soundness of a three-week consolidat
ed course and a declining winter session registration are a
few of the reasons the program is being re-evaluated.
Jessica Bieri, S.G.A. legislator and member of the
calendar committee, said that the school year runs too far
into the summer compared to most colleges and this makes
it harder for students to gain summer employment. Bieri
also stated that the idea of an entire semester of study being
crammed into a three-week period is what committee mem
bers have termed as being “pedagogically unsound.”
The proposal also seems to have the support of a
majority vote by the students. As part of the S.G.A.
elections ballot in April the question of eliminating the
program was asked and 969 students responded with 579
favoring the change while 390 opposed the idea.
Dr. Richard Hodson, chairman of the committee, said
that this change is in the discussion stage only. “This change
would not take place over night,” he said. “If students here
now need these classes to graduate it wouldn’t be fair to
them.” Hodson added that this would be a major change and
is just part of an overall restructuring of the calendar being
considered. Bieri later added that the change is being
considered for the 1994-95 school year.
Student reaction to the proposal was predictably mixed.
Nicole Troncone, a junior majoring in English, said she has
never taken a winter course but has taken a three-week

summer class. “I like the idea of getting out early in May.”
When asked about the quality of the consolidated course as
compared to the regular semester classes she responded,
“The quality of the course suffers, it is more difficult for the
teacher and the student.” She continued to say that if we
eliminated the winter session and started the summer break
earlier we could lengthen the short summer courses by one
week.
Keith Markowitz, a senior majoring in health educa
tion, has taken a chemistry course during the winter break
and said he retained the information well. “It was so
concentrated and intense that you had no time to fool
around.” Markowitz would not only like to see the program
continue but would like to see a wider variety of classes
offered. Anna Kovacs, a senior in the same major said,
“Many students are only looking at getting out a week early
in May.” Kovacs would also like to see the program
continue.
The main function of the calendar committee is to set
the academic calendar for the following school year. There
are many issues to consider such as which holidays the
school will observe and specific start and finish dates for
classes and exams. Each decision must take into account
possible ramifications. Any one change may affect dormi
tory check-in dates, which will affect the maintenance
department, food service, campus security, etc.
The calendar committee must now write a recommen
dation to the college senate, the senate will vote on the
recommendation and pass it on to President Reid. Reid will
then bring it before the executive committee for final ap
proval.

M ardi Gras celebration at M SC
by Melissa Myers
The first Mardi Gras celebration will be held this
weekend April 24-25 at the college Amphitheater. The
event is an attempt to cut apathy on campus by promoting
harmony and unity through an educational yet entertainrng
atmosphere, said Sandra Garcia of the Latin American
Student Organization.
The weekend’s events will run from 12:00 pm to 7 :00
pm and are designed to be entertaining as well as education
al. Saturday’s events will include: jugglers, mariachi bands,
a broadway musical review, an international fashion show,
Latinisimo, performances from OSAU dance troops, a
gospel choir and other local bands. While on Sunday Class
One Concerts will be sponsoring performances by Digable
Planets, Sweet Lizard Illtet, and D Influence.
Organizations such as Student Intramural Leisure
Council will be sponsoring intramural activities while the

Greek Organizations will be sponsoring booths, tables and
participating in lip sine and step shows. Aldan Food Servic
es will also be there with refreshments.
The Mardi Gras: Multiculturalism At It’s Finest
originated in the newest subcommittee formed in the Stu
dent Government Association known as the Multicultural
Advisory Committee chaired by Ritu Chib. This commit
tee was formed in response to the growing need for students
to have a place to bring their problem and suggestions
concerning racial issues that arise on campus.
“The Mardi Gras is the start of a change in the student
body as far as apathy is concerned and will also bring a new
positive awareness to what multiculturalism really means,”
said Garcia.

Please turn to MARDI, page 3

Earth Day
celebrated at MSC!
by Kathy Garcia
The MSC Conservation Club held its 1993
Earthday celebrations on Wednesday, April 21 at
the Student Center Mall. The event was part of a
week long celebration of the earth which included
environmental speakers, campus cleanup, and pe
tition signing.
There was no set theme to the celebration
instead students included as many different envi
ronmental issues as they could into the fair. One
of the main goals of the day was the signing of a
petition for the renewal of the Endangered Species
Act. Over 200petitions were signed to send to both
state and federal representatives.
The Endangered Species Act was not the
only petition being passed out at the celebration.
Other petitions included were, one against the
Mitsubishi Corporation and its affiliation with com
panies that are destroying the rainforests, the other
against the legalization of the sport of whaling in
other countries around the world.
Students say that the day was a big success.
Ann Caldiero, an MSC student with the Conserva
tion Club said, “We try to educate people so that
they know they have the choice to buy products that
were made with natural things.” She also said that
students should be aware of the different compa
nies that contribute to enviormental organizations.
Earth Day, some students said is a day in
which we celebrate the earth and teach those who
don’t know that we can make it a better place. As
Caldiero points out, “they’ll know what's going on
and hopefully make a change.”
Other organizations that participated in the
celebration were:
The Body Shop, The New Jersey School of
Conservation, Rain Forest Relief, New Jersey An
imal Rights, and PSEG.
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news flash

SGA gives up office space
• MSC student body invited to witness
• To take place Wednesday, 4/28
You are cordially invited to the Student Governments Association
meeting. OUTSIDE in the S.C. Quad.
Wednesday, 4/28. 4 p.m. to 7 p.m.
SGA inc.
You are cordially invited to the Student Governments Association
meeting. OUTSIDE in the S.C. Quad.
Wednesday, 4/28. 4 p.m. to 7 p.m.
SGA inc.
You are cordially invited to the Student Governments Association
meeting. OUTSIDE in the S.C. Quad.
Wednesday, 4/28. 4 p.m. to 7 p.m.
SGA inc.
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Trespassing

MARDI, frompage 1
This is the first occasion that
all Ethnic, Greek and Class One
Organizations will have the oppor
tunity to work together as well as
with the faculty, staff and adminis
tration. Every organization in
volved will be using their own bud
get to contribute to the funding and
success of this event.
“The faculty, staff and ad
ministration applaud the initiative
and enlightenment of the students,”
said Ron Hollander, the chair of
the Multicultural Initiative Sub
committee on Campus Climate and
Ethical Concerns.
The Mardi Gras is not serv
ing to replace Montclair’s annual
Spring Carnival, which has been
canceled this year due to several
problems that occurred at last year’s
carnival. The events scheduled to
take place are designed to have a
calming effect opposed to the high
level of excitement a carnival pro
duces.
The event has been publi
cized on our campus only in an
attempt to minimize the threat of
outside problems and to concen
trate the effort towards our campus
and students. The necessary pre
cautions for extra security have
been taken.

w

Campus Police
Report
compiled by Kelly J. Schab
Vandalization
4/13 A female resident
of Freeman Hall reported that her
car’s gas tank lock and door locks
were vandalized when the car was
parked in lot 30 over several days.
4/16 A patrolling officer
found a Blanton resident’s motor
vehicle vandalized but nothing was
stolen. The vehicle was parked in
lot 20A over several nights.

Theft of Motor Vehicle
4/16 A visitor reported
the theft of a motor vehicle that
was parked overnight in lot 24. It
was recovered by the Newark po
lice department the same day.
4/16 A female Webster
Hall resident reported the theft of
her m otor vehicle which was
parked in lot 20 for several days.
He father told her that it was stolen
before she realized that it was. The
Newark police department recov
ered the vehicle which was used
for armed robberies in Newark.
The investigation is continuing in
Newark and Essex County by the
Essex County police department.
4/19 A Clove Road res
ident reported the theft of a motor
vehicle from lot 29. It was recov

ered by Newark police department.

Theft
4/13 A female student
reported the theft of herpurse from
the library.
4/16 A student reported
the theft of her property from the
Student Center cafeteria. She saw
the person who took the property
and said that he is a Freeman Hall
resident. Campus police escorted
her around campus to look for
him. He was identified in lot 6 and
returned her property. She didn’t
want to press charges because it
involved fraternity pledging. The
incident was turned over to Dean
Martin to handle it administra
tively.

Assault
4/7 David Soto, who
was charged May 1992 with 28
counts of burglary and theft in
incidents occuring over a four year
period, was sentenced for364days
in the Passaic County Jail with
five years probation by Judge Vin
cent Hoik of Passaic County.
4/13 A female was as
saulted by a male as he tried to
intervene in an argument that she

was having with another female.
The matter will be handled admin
istratively through Dr. Edward
Martin, dean of students because
no one wanted to file criminal com
plaints.

4/14 A student was found
asleep late at night in the College
Hall lounge. He had been found in
different buildings throughout the
campus and if he is found again he
will be charged with trespassing.
4/14
A female Bohn
Hall resident returned to her room
and found her ex-boyfriend, a non
student, there. She called the as
sistant manager on duty and cam
pus police because she is afraid of
her boyfriend’s bad temper. He
claims that he was signed in by .the
female’s roommate. He was es
corted out and was told not to re
turn.

Medical
Court Cases
4/13
The three males
who stole furniture from the Stu
dent Center last fall appeared in
Little Falls Municipal Court. Larratta pled guilty and Balaz’s and
Devine’s charges were dropped.
Larratta was fined $375 plus $50
for the Victim ’s Compensation
Commission Board and $25 for
court costs.
4/14 Thomas Sebok, who
was arrested for aggravated assault
by the Little Falls Police Depart
ment appeared in Passaic County
Municipal Court. It stemmed from
an October 1992 incident at the
Towers Diner. Sebok had felt that
he was being harassed by the driver
of another vehicle who was also a
student. They parked in the park
ing lot of the diner and got out of
their vehicles. Sebok assaulted the
other male and the injuries were
' treated medically.

4/14 An employee was
injured while working with metal
in a vice grip. He was taken to the
Health Center.
4/17 A female Blanton
resident was hit on the head by a
lighting fixture in the speech build
ing. She received a one and one
half inch long laceration and was
taken to Mountainside Hospital by
ambulance.

Harassment
4/15 A food service man
ager complained that a former em
ployee was disrupting operations
for two days. The person left be
fore any officers arrived.

Soliciting
4/16 A resident from
Clove Road apartment reported a
male from Brooklyn, New York
soliciting comedy show tickets. He
was escorted off campus.

1992 yearbook release delayed, to be
available in May and sent to ’92 seniors
by David Ecker
The 1992 edition of the
Montclair State College La Campana Yearbook should have been
available last fall, but due to the
delay caused by the problems of
that year’s staff, it will be available
in May and sent to the 1992 se
niors, due to the efforts of the 1993
staff, who in addition tohandling
last year’s work, is ahead of sched
ule with the 1993 edition, said
Walter Kulick, Editor In Chief.
Kulick said that he finished
the second and last proof of the
1992 book last week. He also said
that it will take two or three weeks
for the publisher, Jostens, to print
it.
Kulick said that he expects
the 1993 book to be ready as soon
as the middle of September.
Kulick said that it was the
Editor In Chief, who in 1992 was
Kevin Onorevole, who was ulti
mately responsible to make sure
that the book, which is usually
around 300 pages, came out in
time. Kulick also said that the Ed
itor In Chief’s responsibilities in

cluded overseeing every facet in
the book’s production.
In a telephone interview
Monday afternoon, Onorevole said
that he had nothing to say about
last years difficulties.
Nancy Villano, the organi
zation’s treasurer who also served
on the 1992 staff, said that last
year’s staff were mostly made up
of seniors. She said that many of
them held major positions, and
were graduating in Spring 1992
semester, leaving much of the work
to the rest of the staff in the fall.
Villano also said that she felt On
orevole did not check up on peo
ple, such as the section editors and
the people working under them.
“We had pages left to us that
could be filled under the following
categories: completed, missing
photos, missing copy, and blank
pages, and one batch of proofs that
needed to be approved,” said Vil
lano.
Villano said that the 1992
Academics section editor Alison
O ’Dowd never did her section, and

left at the end of the year taking all
her materials home.
One of the staff’s five pho
tographers, Mike Bleeker, who
came in March last year, said that
one reason why he left after a
couple of weeks was due to the
inaccessibility of the staff and
equipment.
“It was impossible to get a
camera, it was impossible to get
anything, it was impossible to get
in the office!” said Bleeker. He
also said because La Campana is a
Class One Organization of the
SGA, it has to be “open door.”
Andy Krupa, volunteer ad
visor for the 1991 and the 1992
editions said that the 1992 staff
did not meet the deadlines which
were established in a contract with
the Student Government Associa
tion and the publisher. Krupa also
said that although he gave three
workshops in the fall of 1991 for
the 1992 staff, he felt that he was
“left out in the dark” because the
staff did not keep in contact with
him during the spring of 1992.

“I feel that they did not com
municate with me on the progress
of the book honestly and at an ex
pected and agreed level," said Kru
pa.
Krupa said that the board
members forthe next year are elect
ed during the late part of the Spring
semester the year before and that
their priority is to plan the course of
action for the coming year’s book
during the summer and the fall,
with production taking place there
after.
Krupa said that the problems
of the 1992 staff were similar to that
of 1990. He said that the fact that
the 1990 staff, headed by Editor In
Chief William Cogen, did not com
plete the book caused the 1991 staff
to complete the book in three months
during the summer of 1991. He said
that the 1991 staff was dedicated to
making sure that the 1990 book
would be ready at the agreed time,
which was in the fall.
Krupa said this type of prob
lem is not unique, and that if the
interest lies in having a yearbook,

students should find realistic op
tions that suit their needs. He also
said that if student activism in a
group or function is low, the SGA
and the student groups should re
evaluate whether student interest
really exists in that function or
group.
Kulick said that although the
1993 staff does not have an advi
sor, one is currently being searched
for. He also said that while this had
been going on, the organization
had been functioning quite well.
Mixed reactions about the
book came from the 1992 gradu
ates and students currently en
rolled. One graduate, Dan Rice,
said it did not matter to him be
cause he was not involved with it.
A senior, Sandy Garcia said that
she felt bad for the 1993 staff be
cause they had to work on two
books.
Kulick said that he com
mends his staff on the efforts they
are making to complete both books.
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INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS
ORGANIZATION
ORGANIZES A TRIP TO BOSTON
April 30 to May 2
S I G N UP ÆBLE I N S T U D E N T C E N T E R
A P R I L 1 9 - 2 2 B L U E D E S K O U T S I D E S . G . A . 01
A P R I L 2 6 - 2 9 DESK O U T SID E C A F E T E R IA E

50
ACCOMODA TION IN THE HEAR OF THE CITY
$$ 35 DEPOSIT UPON SIGN UP
THOSE WISHING TO ffiKE TRANSPORTATION ON THE BUS ONE
TOTAL PRICE = $ 13.00

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CALL # 4487(S.C Rm NO 122)

I.S.O IS CELEBRATING
INTERNATIONAL WEEK
• MONDAY 26.

•

•

•

•

4 P.M. OFFICIAL OPENING OF INTERNATIONAL WEEK
ROOM # 402 S.C.
TUESDAY 27,
12-2 P.M. SOCCER GAME (U.S.A. Vs WORLD) S.C. QUAD
2:30-3:30 P.M. ORAGAMI PRESENTED BY JAPANESE GIRLS Rm 419 S.C.
INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION EXHIBITIONS Rain Ballrooms S.C.
WEDNESDAY 28,
7-8 P.M. LECTURE-CAREERS IN INTERNATIONAL SERVICES IN U.S.
Dr. CASSILLY Kops Lounge (Russ Hall)
5-7 P.M. MEDITATION SPEAKER Rm 419 S.C.
THURSDAY 29,
12-3 P.M. SPANISH GUITARIST Ratt Cafeteria
2-3 P.M. LECTURE-RELIGION OF THE WORLD Kops Lounge(Russ Hall)
FRIDA Y 30,
1 P.M. LEAVING FOR BOSTON (April 30 - May 2)

I.S.O. IS CLASS II OF THE S.G.A.

Mardi Gras promotes
multicultural awareness

The first March Gras
celebration will be held
this weekend April 2425 at the co lleg e
Ampitheatre. The event
is an attempt to cut apathy on campus by pro
moting harmony and unity through an
educational yet entertaining atmo
sphere said Sandra Garcia of the
Latin American Student Organi
zation.
The weekend events will
run from 12:00 p.m. to 7:00
p.m. and are designed to
be entertaining as well as
educational. Saturday’s
events will include: Jug
glers, mariachi bands, a
broadway musical re
view, an international
fashion show, Latinisimo,
performances from OSAU
dance troops a gospel choir
and other local bands. While
on Sunday, Class One Con
certs will be sponsoring perfor
mances by Diggable Planets,
Sweet Lizards, and D ’Influence.
Organizations such as Student In
tramural Leisure Council will be sponsoring
intramural activities while the Greek Organizations
will be sponsoring boothes, tables and participating in lip sync
and step shows. Alden Food Service will also be there with
refreshments.
The Mardi Gras: Multiculturalism At Its Finest originated in
the newest subcommittee formed in the Student Government
Association known as the Multicultural Advisory Committee
chaired by Rita Chib. This committee was formed in response to

the growing need for
students to have a place
to bring their problems
and suggestions con
cerning racial issues

that arise on campus.
“The Mardi Gras is the start of a change in
the student body as far as apathy is con
cerned and will also bring a new positive
awareness to what multiculturalism
really means” said Garcia.
This is the first occasion that
all Ethnic, Greek, and Class One
Organizations will have the op
portunity to work together as
well as with the faculty, staff
and administration. Every or
ganization involved will be
using their own budget to con
tribute to the funding and suc
cess of this event.
“The faculty, staff, and ad
ministration applaud the initia
tive and enlightenment of the stu
dents” said Ron Hollander the Chair
of the Multicultural Initiative Sub
Committee on Campus Climate and
Ethnical Concerns.
The Mardi Gras is not serving to replace
Montclair’s annual Spring Carnival which has been
cancelled this year due to several problems that occurred at
lastyears. The events scheduled to take place are designed to have
a calming effect opposed to the high level of excitement a
Carnival produces.
The event has been publicized on our campus only in an
attempt to minimize the threat of outside problems and to concen
trate the effort towards our campus and students. The necessary
precautions for extra security has been taken.
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around campus...
Do you think the FBI handled the crisis in
Waco, Texas properly?
by Raul Rivera

I think they did the best they
could with the situation. The people
were brainwashed and really believed
that guy, so the FBI could not just
force the people out if they didn't
want to go.
Christine Ewasko
Communication Science
Disorders
Senior

I think the FBI did as much as they
possibly could. They didn’t really know
what they were up against. How else do you
deal with these extremists

I think the FBI mishandled the
situation totally. They should have
done more actions to at least sur
round the house and attack at all
sides.

Yes-but I think such extreme
action should have been taken sooner.

Diane Finkel
Communication Science
Disorders
Senior

Michael Barritha
Accounting Major
Senior

Gordon Kalmbazh
Accounting
Senior

____________ __________________
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Social
5/8 Lambda Theta Phi party in
Student Center Ballrooms.
Phi Alpha Psi and Sigma Delta
Phi combine to have a Maidi Gras
party : "Mardi Gras like it should be."
4/22 Tri Sigma is having a
social with Delta Kappa Psi.
5/1 Delta Chi and Tri Sigma are
having a mixer at Rowan College .
4/29 Alpha Omega and Alpha
Iota Chi will be having a 3-way mixer
with Tau Kappa Epsilon of William
Paterson.
4/22 Sigma Alpha Iota is having
a recital -free in the music building.

V V G G IIIV H

Membership
Delta Kappa Psi would like to con
gratulate their four new brothers: Chris
Vecchiarelli, Ed Torres, Jeff Klastava, and
Mark Pellicane.
Theta Xi would like to congratulate
their six new brothers: Dan Bennett, Tony
Ciffrondello, Carmine Mango, Sean Murray,
Josh Gartenberg, and Dave Rowinski.

Fundraising

Sigma Delta Tau is planning a

huge jar of condoms during Spring Week.

trip to the Bronx Zoo with the choldren
from Shelter our Sisters, and abused

Tau Kappa Epsilon and Sigma Delta

4/25 Sigma Delta Phi and Sen
ate are having an outdoor jam immedi
ately following Mardi Gras. All wel
come.
4/22 Phi Alpha Psi and Theta
Kappa Chi is having a mixer.

children's home, on Saturday, May 8.

Tau will be sponsoring a teeter-thon from
Tau Phi Beta is having a Bowl-a-

Friday, 6p.m. to Sunday, 6p.m. to raise

thon for Muscular Distrophy.

and pledge yourmoney to help handicapped
Tri Sigma is selling lollipops for

kids.

our philantrophy-the Robbie Page Me
Tau Phi Beta would like to congratu
late the Epsilon class: Ted, Yan, Jay, An
thony, Ted, Brian, and Gary.
Tri Sigma would like to congratulate
the hew sisters-the Beta's: Jenny H.,Janeth
C.,Lori P.,Donna, Sharon P.,Kristen, Kristi,
Dawn, Jill M., and Sandra.

Psi Sigma Phi will be having a hot

Sigma Delta Tau would like to con
gratulate their new three, new sisters: Gina,
Kristen, and Trisha.
Delta Phi Epsilon would like to con
gratulate the Kappa class: Amy, Kelly,
Ivette, Alison, Ilissa, Sara, Jeanette, Shan
non, Lisa, Dina, Xenia, Kathi, Samantha,
and Dana.
Theta Kappa Chi would like to con
gratulate the Omicron class: Traci, Ellen,
Stephanie,, Jen, and Susan.

morial, for .75 each or 2 for $1.00.

dog sale Monday night in Blanton Hall.
Sigma Delta Tau's sisters will be

FREE DELIVERY.

wearing blue ribbons the month of April,
Delta Kappa Psi and Sigma Tau Nu
will be sponsoring "Spring Madness" on

4/22 Alpha Iota Chi is having a
mixer with Tau Epsilon Rho at NUT.

Philanthropy

Alpha Omega will be raffling off a

money for the Special Olympics. Come out
Alpha Chi Rho would like to con
gratulate two new brothers: Vinnie Wolleon
and Brian Cruse.

I M

Thursday, April 22, at

which is Child Abuse Prevention Month.
Please support us.

7p.m. in the

Rathskellar. Discount pizza, contests and
prizes! Sponsor your mascot for "Mascot of
the Month", at the Sigma Tau Nu table.

Lambda Sigma Upsilon is hav
ing a party at FDU(Teaneck campus)
on Friday, April 30. Proceeds of this
event will be donated to Bruce Lopeza child who is in need of a bone marrow

Sigma Delta Tau is planning a bake
sale on Thursday, April 29th and Thursday,
May 6th.

transplant. $4.00 for Greeks, $5.00 gen
eral.
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I loved my 75 VW Bus. Its dead now. I miss it. Dig that.
Alright look, I'm sorry. Re
ally. Its been hectic, y'know. I've
had ravioli coming out of my ears
for the last three weeks. And I'm
not talking good ravioli like
Celentano or anything-I'm talking
Chef Boyardee or Franco Ameri
can monsters popping out of my
nasal cavities like bullets from a
shotgun. Watery Ragu and Prego
spaghetti juice dripping from ev
ery available opening in my body.
Physical, tangible, brain melting
stress. Itskind’veaperversethrill...
So again, my fellow urchins, for
give my absense. Let's get started
shall we?
There’s an unwritten law in
the universe that only allows a
person a certain number of posi
tive things in his existence. A
metaphysical quota, so to speak.
You find a ten dollar bill on the
floor of the Loop, and the next
morning, your cat poops under your
bed. You meet a girl with a sweet
disposition and swirling black curly
hai r, which in turn, throws off your
quota, causing your CD player to
skip all the odd numbered tracks
for bands whose names end with
the letter "s".
For more extremely positive
occurences, such as, say, winning

27 million dollars in the
lottery, you have to either
lose a limb or some other
important bodily function
in order to maintain your
equilibrium. Do you dig?
If you ever happen
to win the SGA presidency,
be prepared to lose some
thing close to your heart,
like, say, your 75 VWBus.
It will happen something
like this...
You wake up on Sat- f— t
urday morning at 8:45
A.M. knowing full well that you
have to be at work at 9. Pulling
your mangled body from the tomb
of your bed, you scream with froth
ing anxiety and dart around your
bedroom, pulling your hair and
screaming like a banshee. Throw
ing your pants over your head and
a shoe on each elbow, you clamber
down the stairs and out the door,
the morning sun blazing into the
fragile retinas of your eyes like
laser beams from the stratosphere.
Getting into your 75 VW
Bus, you turn the engine over and
peel out into the neighborhood.
About at the entrance of the Park
way it starts...
"BANG CRUNCH GRIND

UPDATECritics always have con
flicting opinions, and I am no
exception. Well, this time I ’m
disputing the mighty TV Guide.
This week, they are offering
the “All-time Best TV,” and
being the argumentative little
snot that I am, I have to put in
my two cents. Here it is: The
Couch Potato Update’s Alltime Best TV.
BestSitcom: M*A*S*H.
Fergetaboudit, the merry men
and women of the 4077th get
my vote, and certainly blow
most of the junk that’s on TV
today out of the water. Cheers
runs a close second, but
M*A*S*H blended comedy,
insanity, frustration, war, and
made it all come together.
B est Cop Show: Hill
S treet Blues. Hill Street also
gets my vole for Best Dramatic
Series. It was a remarkable

show for the seven seasons it was
on, and it did the most gracious
thing it could- quit while it was
ahead, rather than shifting its writ
ing staff and write “Bobby comes
out of the shower” quality stories.
Best Nighttime Talk-Show
Host: Johnny C arson. Yeah. As
if there would be any other choice.
He is the indisputable master of the
late night, and everyone after him
will have the honor and horror of
having to live up to him and his
skits.
Best News Show: 60 M in
utes. This one was a tough one.
20/20 is too fluffy, and the only
current contention in the field (not
in the timeslot) that America’s fa
vorite stopwatch has is Nightline.
60 Minutes remains the leader, and
if imitation is the sincerest form of
flattery, then CBS must be flat
tered pink.
Best Variety Show: S atu r
day Night Live. The Great Ex

SPIT!"
The logical move at this point
would be to pull your beast over,
check the motor and assess where
the noise is coming from... Or you
could turn the radio up really
LOUD...
"BANG CRUNCH GRIND
SPIT... plink plink"
Now 'plink plink' is not a
good sound under most circum
stances, especially when you are
hurtling yourself towards certain
doom at 65 MPH down the P-way.
Nevertheless, you press on baby,
press ever onwards towards your
destination.
Cranking the radio louder,
you peer into your rearview mirror
and notice billowing white smoke

periment developed into a Satur
day night mainstay. Numbers not
withstanding, SNL paved the way
for many talented comedians,
and spawned a legend or two.
Baba Wawa, the Coneheads
(soon to be a movie), and. . .
John Belushi all made SNL what
it was, is, and hopefully, what
will be once again.
Best Cartoons: W arner
Bros. Looney Toons. Step
aside, Bart. Although intro
duced as movie shorts, they
gradually found their way onto
the small screen. Three genera
tions grew up on Bugs and com
pany, and after all these years,
the coyote still has yet to catch
the road runner. Guess what?
W e’ll keep waiting.
Best Science Fiction:
S tar Trek and S tar Trek- The
Next G eneration. Trek purists
are screaming, but this one
comes out as a tie. The original
Trek introduced present day
political issues, and after we
said how silly that was, we real
ized that it was happening in the
here and now (Remember the
episode where two guys were
fighting to the death because
they had half-black and white
skin, but on opposite patterns?
Isn ’t racism just as stupid?) TNG
still presents some issues, but is
slicker and less cheesy-looking
than the original, thanks to
George Lucas’ SFX company,
Industrial Light and Magic.
Gene Roddenberry deserves

pouring from the back of
the Bus, leaving Honda's
and Chevy's weaving and
dodging your noxious
emmissions and plowing
into concrete dividers.
It is time to make a
decision. You can recog
nize the agonizing sights
and sounds your Bus is cont veying to you and for the
betterment of public safety,
abondon it at the next toll
plaza, OR, push on with
complete disregard for the health
and well being of yourself and
fellow drivers. I mean, you do still
have to get to work. You start to
pray...
"PLEASE! Oh gracious
GOD of the asphalt bestow upon
me the ability to transport myself
to my place of employment. Have
mercy upon those who tread your
roads in 20 year old cars without
inspection stickers and I promise
to feed my beast's hunger for oil
and wiper fluid until it is my time
to perish!! OOGY BLOOK
SHLOCK OOGY!"
"BANGCRUNCHGRINDSPrr
plink plink plink PLUNK!"
Plunk. The ultimate sound
of distress and destruction. Cars
more than just credit for taking
us where no man has gone be
fore, he gave us hope that hu
mans aren't that screwed up.

Welcome, loyal readers, to
yet another thrilling installment of
PROPHET BIGG ! And now, sit
back and relax. Let the Prophet
take you on a wondrous journey .
• Some of you may remem
ber that last semester I brought to
you
an
in terv iew
w ith
George”Spanky”McFarlane ofThe
Little Rascals fame. Well, Spanky
called me of late to tell me he’s
doing fine. He’s looking forward
to doing some personal appear
ances up this way(He lives in
Texas) perhaps with Tommy
Bond(“Butch”) and he’s playing a
lot of golf. If you have an organi
zation that would like to sponsor a
Spanky and/or Butch personal ap
pearance, write The Prophet, c.o.
The Montclarion, 113 Student
Center Annex, Montclair State
College, Upper Montclair, N.J.
07043. In addition, Spanky told
me that he will be appearing on
this weeks episode of Cheers . So
check it out!
• Now, ya all listen up. Hear!
When westerns hkeUnforgiven are

whiz by as the tired hulk of your
machine spuddeis and collapses in
a a final breath of exhaustion.
Pieces of the Bus; ball bearings,
springs, and chunks of metal are
scattered across all three lanes of
the P-Way. A transmission here,
an axle there, creating a pattern of
industrial art. You have met your
quota...
A fter the State T rooper
searches you and your Bus for ille
gal substances, he takes off the
handcuffs and allows you one
phone call.
"H ello?
B u tch ’s A uto
Wreakers? Yes, well see, I have
this 75 VW Bus splattered across
the Parkway and..."
As long as you live by the
metaphysical rules of the universe,
you’ll be alright. Once you start
upsetting the balance, however, its
wise to count your faculties and
prized posessions and figure out
what's going to give. I dug my
Bus. It got me around and only
moaned when I wasn't paying it
enough attention. This column is
dedicated to it. My Bus. May it
rest in peace in some junkyard in
Staten Island. As for the presi
dency, thanks for voting. I sin
cerely appreciate it. Life is good.
winning Best Picture awards, well
of course w e’re due for a slew of
old west shootemups from every
w hich
way.
K urt
Russell(Backdraft ) and Kevin
Costner(D<j/ice.s
With W olves) are
both starring in
films about Wyatt
Earp. R ussell’s
film, Tombstone
is a Disney film,
and we never
know what that
means anymore,
do we? Costner’s
film, without an official title, is
still in development. I ’m looking
forward, however, to Geronimo,
starring D ances With W olves
andLast o f the Mohicans own Wes
Studi. JasonPatric(/?M5/i) also stars
as the opposing cavalry officer.
Look for it this summer! And fi
nally, there is talk of an F-Troop
film. Where will the madness end?
• I t ’s o fficial. R obert
DeNiro(A/ad Dog and G lory) has
signed to play Frankenstein’s mon
ster for T ri-S tar. K enneth
Branagh {Henry V\ Dead Again )
will play the good doctor and will
also direct. There is a rumor that
F rancis Ford C oppola(J3/a»i
Strokers' Dracula ) will be the
chief producer, but I could not con
firm that.
And
finally,
som e
PROPHET notes. To Maryann,
Happy Secretaries Day, now,
where the hell’s my tea? To the
Squid, thanks for the birthday
present. To the leader of the Hat
Squad, cheer up. And to all of you,
don’t spit into the wind.
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Monday, April 19
in the Student Center Box Office

From 7:00 a.m. ‘til 12:00 a.m.
Westmount Country Club
West Paterson, N.J.
senior committee is a part of SGA, Inc.

r r
]□ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □
Bus transportation available at $3 per person
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’Summer set to ruin your happy camp memories
by Mark
Loughlln
Remember
those good old
days when Mom
and Dad used to
ship you off to
sum m er cam p,
and y o u ’d get
back to nature
with a kindly old
gentleman named
Uncle Lou who
would show you
a m oose in its
natural habitat?
No? Then I guess
Indian Sum m er
will not be for
you. This new en
semble nostalgia
comedy is from
w rite r d irec to r
Mike Binder, who
prior to filmmak
ing was best
known as an ex
tremely unfunny
com edian and
w in n er o f the
Indian Summer stars Elizabeth Perkins,
Danny Bonaduce
look alike contest. Here, he are the now yuppie group of
has assembled an incredibly former campers invited back
talented group of young ac- to th eir beloved Cam p
-tors who do a lot more jus Tamakwa by their former
tice than his ill formed script head counselor Uncle Lou,
deserves. Vincent Spano, played by Alan Aridn. Also
E liabeth Perkins, Kevin along for the ride is Evil Dead
Poliak, Matt Craven, Bill director Sam Raimi, who
Paxton, Julie Warner, Diane doesn’t speak much, but has
Ladd and Kimberly Williams most of the laughs in the

Diane Lane, Alan Arkin, and Matt Craven
film.
I won’t regurgitate the
story of Indian Summer, be
cause I don’t want to ruin the
shocking plot development
that occurs about halfway
through...just kidding. Ac
tually, that’s all their is to it.
A bunch of former campers
get together to spend a week
contem plat
ing
their
lives, and re
building their

relationships. Sounds good,
but Binder’s script, seems to
be w ritten in secret
Tamakwanese Indian code
language. We are supposed
to laugh when they tell sto
ries of twenty years ago,
when so and so made out by
the swing set. It’s hard, actu
ally impossible, to make the
audience feel nostalgia for
something that they have
never come close to experi
encing. There’s a two minute

prologue, but after that, it’s
just “remember when” talk!
If you’ve been to a summer
camp, perhaps you ’ll be able
to relate a bit, but dialogue
like, “we ought to spend the
better part of this week mak
ing the rest of their lives a
living hell,” Kevin Poliak
barely gets out the protracted
line, now he has to make it
funny?
B in d er d efin itely
seems to have a passion for

his subject, but
his d irectio n
lacks any inspi
ration and the
end
resu lt
makes it seem
like this could
be a glorified
TV movie of
the week.
The plot
would be per
fect fora Meat
b alls
cast
reunioun. They
pull silly pranks
on each other,
run around in
the woods and
“court” each
other. The only
difference is in
Indian Summer
they get serious
once in a while,
something
spared us in the
B ill M urray
film. After all,
it is a bit diffi
cu lt to take
people seriously who are
sleeping in little cabins with
pictures of Spiderman on the
wall, and eating Frosted
Rakes. In this sense it would
probably be like making a
serious film about a high
school marching band. Pic
ture it, a stirring portrait of a
troubled young musician,
who wears a big feather on
his head.

ELP, Pits, The Fish and I

by Paul Donefsky
Hello. This is the “Final Review”, so called because
I named it. I’m your host, Paul, so called because the IRS
has put out a contract on me. I assure your readers now, that
if you read on, you’ll get your entire money’s worth, or my
name isn’t Paul Donefsky.
As the world’s most brilliant particle physicist, I’ve
taken great pains to create a reviewing format that is so
intricate, so humane, and so... um you know, that word for
something really, you know, really there. Anyway, here it
is. There are three review criteria. Pay close attention class,
especially you Miss Ridell! I wouldn’t laugh Thomas or
perhaps I ’ll tell the class whose mother strips at the Sappho
Cafe. I wish you’d tell her to do some new routines for
Christ’s sake! I mean doesn’t she realize that Margaret
Thatcher is out of office!
But I digress. Sorry, won’t happen again. I mean I
could understand running that Josephine-era derivative
jungle routine for months or the “Naughty McLaughlin
Group” but there’s only so many salad dressings you can try
before the novelty wears of!
Oops, there I go again. Make sure you cut that last part
out Eddie. (Okay chief.) That’s Eddie as in Eddie Feller, my
producer and engineer. Say hello to the readers Eddie. (Hi
everybody.) Did you catch the Mets game. (Nah, whowon.)
They w e’re down 4-0, came back and lost it 5-4. (Did Philly
win?) Y e a h , I think they did. (Think it will rain? Nah, me
neither.) You Know, I was thinking, the Mets could have
had a rotation of Gooden, Saberhagen, Cone, Viola and
Feman (Shouldn’t we get back to the review.) Oh nght,
well, got a little sidetracked there. Okay, here s the format.

Get out something to write because this will
be the only and last time I ’ll explain, cue up
the reverberation Eddie (Okay, it’s on), The
Greatest Of All Review Formats, Formats,
Formats.
There are three categories. The first is the traditional
five star rating. The next is the number of good songs
compared to the number of total songs (ex: 7 of 10). Thank
you Eddie. And the last criteria and probably the most
important to the reader, is the number of times I ’ve listened
to the album. For example, “5 Listens” or “Didn’t Bother”.
Finally now, to the rivers.
You know, I ’m serious Eddie, The Mets could have
had three Cy Young pitchers... And Cone should have had
a Cy Young, except that the year he went 20-3, Orel
Hershiser had a better season than Cy Young ever did. If
Schourek could ever put it all together, they could have sent
Fernandez to the bullpen and have the two most dominant
relievers in the game. I Don’t know why Cashen couldn’t
have loosened the purse strings a little and
(taptaptaptaptaptap). Okay, okay, here we go. For all of
you, who like me, know nothing about music and have a
guitar collecting dust somewhere, this review’s foryou. All
right, here goes nothing.
Emerson, Lake, & Palmer- BlackMoon: With drum
mer Cozy Powell out and founding basher Carl Palmer back
in, ELP finally disbanded their ultra top secret Senate
subcommittee, headed by Senator Bob Dole, to find a
drummer whose last name begins with a “P”. (Your federal
taxes atwoik.) Their multi-million dollar search began with
the courting of Rush virtuoso, Neil Peart, But he kept
laughing throughout the entire interview and finally after
being sedated, spat on special counsel Quayle and angrily
declined.

The next candidate, Soon-Yi Previn was left dangling
with a fake phone number, after a lengthy courtship. As was
Rangers’ defenseman James Patrick, whose unconventional
double handed hockey stick method turned the Senate’s
twenty million dollar drum set into apile ofruble. And let’s
face it the Rangers are still in the thick of things (Ha!).
Emmy award winning Cheers star, Rhea Perlman, audi
tioned (she needs the work) But couldn’t cut i t . But she
wasn’t alone as George Pittman from Queens and Shirley
McClaine also got the ox. That’s right, the ox. Ms.
McClaine claimed to have been deceased drummer John
Bonham in a previous life but had to be reminded that the
committee To Find Mediocre, Aging Actresses Who Were
John Bonham In a Previous Lifetime was down the hall.
The committee finally decided on political activist
Ross Perot who later declined, then hinted on accepting, did
in fact, and was finally roughed up by some Senate pages
and kicked out of the building. After a lengthy contract
negotiation, the committee signed former Eagles defensive
lineman Reggie White, but had to be told by someone with
half a brain that not only did his name not begin with a “P”
but he couldn’t even play the f****** drums! Rebuffed by
the NAACP, Jesse Jackson almost forced his candidacy by
leading a march of thousands of drummer demonstrators to
the gates of Congress. After being told that there was this
groupie named “Tawnee” waiting for them in the lobby of
the local Holiday Inn, the crowd quickly dispersed. Erik
Estrada came in, offered to take drum lessons and change his
name to “Pestrada”. The committee agreed to the name
change and kicked out a furious Pestrada, all the while
screaming “You want something with “P” ! I ’ll give you
something with a “P” !
A few days later a spokesperson for ELP informed the
committee that months ago, the band had agreed to rejoin
with Carl Palmer. And well, they made a fantastic album.
See you next week. Not. ****/ 8 of 10/ 7 Listens.
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John Toth Brings Intermedia Art To Montclair State
by Mary Idell
What was missing from the
theory of evolution? The Einstein
dream state. The flames dancing.
Okay. John Toth has always had
different ideas, but it wasn’t until
he started fiddling around with his
Amiga 2000, that he was able to
put into a mass forum what he
visualized inhis mind. Toth’s over
whelming theme is diversity. It’s
not enough that he’s a sculpture,
painter, and graphics artist. H e’s
always believed that the medium
is only a starting point in his jour
ney to express himself. To this
end, he’s taken his art and become
a composer, a choreographer and a
film maker to accurately repro
duce what he envisions in his mind.
When he is called a “intermedia”
artist, there is no understatement to
his title.
Last year, Lori Young, aprofessorin the Art dept asked Toth to
do an expanded version of his “Red
Studio” show for the project of
graduate student Alex Leonard’s
“Art Forum”. Toth was impressed
with the range of artists that had
been chosen to do the show, and
accepted.
This resulted in probably the
longest Art Forum yet, as his show
lasted a shade under two hours. At

times, it was repetitive, but no one
could deny the originality of the
work. The first piece was called
“Pointing Man”. It was a video
self portrait of digitized images,
and a multitude of color changes.
The computer represents his ele
ment of choice, he narrated as a
multitude of distorted photographs
flashed on. The fact that there are
only 200 colors in painting, while
there are two million in a computer
not only has reinforced his trust on
his inanimate collaborator, it has
also given him a belief in life.
With so much diversity and so
much change, there are no wrongs
or rights, just another choice you
have to make.
From the abstract, to classi
cal, Toth’s computer always found
a parallel to his ideas. Like Monet’s
impressionist works, the computer,
with it’smasses of dots gave works,
new meaning as the photographs
he showed were broken down to
their most geometric shapes.
The next exhibit, called
“Core Samples” dealt with the
natural layers found on rocks
carved by the ice age, cylindrical
core data collected on land or just
the layers of colors that the sun
creates as it sets. As these images

formed, synthesized music
played with the changes of
shape and color affecting
the rates and repetitions of
the music.
Next, he showed the
audience a “miremba”, a
m usical instrum ent that
gave a wave of notes as it
struck a keyboard at a rate
of 16 times a second. He
showed this while he talked
of the science of chaos and
how there is no such thing
because everything has an
order. He talked of how
modem day physicist and
Buddhists speak of reality
in the same way.
He then moved on to
a beautiful exhibition of
fabric sculpture that he
called “Fabric and Space”. Made
of tricot, the sheer fabric used in
lingerie, he intended it’s many
stretched layers to show the invis
ible fabric of space. The exhibi
tion ended as he pressed on his
chaos theme with a choreographed
dance complete with his artwork
as well as a broadcast of satellite
feed while a singer and a poet sang
and recited their works to it. This
was one of the most interesting Art

Forum’s yet but it probably could
have been more effective if it had
been shorter, making Toth look
more diverse instead of numbing
the effectiveness of his works.
There is no question however that
not only is Toth a brilliantly unor
thodox artist, he’s also one that
makes you think.
Next Week, Thursday, April
29, at 3PM in the Calcia audito
rium. Shirley Kaneda, painter and

writer will discuss painting from
the position of difference. She
states, “If the task of painting is
seeking truth as a singularity, in
my case it is transformed into one
of articulating it by comparisons.
This constitutes an aspect of the
feminization of formalism. My
proposition is a re-evaluation of
the terrain of abstraction as some
thing fundamentally constructed
as androgynous.”

Vampires and Nukes Begins Letters From The Dead
by Rychard S. McDanolds
“We see asquint, like those whose twisted sight can make out only the far-off,” he said,
“for the King of All still grants us that much light.”
When things draw near, or happen, we perceive nothing of them. Except what others
bring us we have no news of those who are alive.
So may you understand that all we know will be dead forever from that day and hour
when the Portal of the Future is swung to.”
-Dante’s Inferno, Canto X.- John Cicardi translation
As you can see, this is a new column, starting with this issue of the Montclarion. In
Letters From the Dead, I will be reviewing new titles, and older books worth looking at, like
the excellent “Childhood’s End” by Arthur C. Clarke, which I will review later in this
installment
Interview With the Vampire begins with a secondary story line which frames the story
throughout the novel, that of a boy meeting with a vampire in modem times to tape an
interview. The Vampire, is Louis, the protagonist of Interview. His story begins in colonial
New Orleans around the close of the eighteenth century. After the death of his brother and loss
of his own will to live, Louis takes to wandering the streets, hoping to die rather than face his
brother’s death, which he blames himself for. However, instead of finding death, he is found
by Lestat, a vampire whom, in Louis’ Opinion, created Louis only to take advantage of his
wealth and plantation, Pointe du Lac. Lestat soon comes to live at the plantation, bringing his
blind father, who knows nothing of Lestat’s true nature.
The vampires are met with growing suspicion from the slaves at Pointe du Lac, whose
tribal legends, coupled with the nocturnal existence and inhuman appearance of their masters
lead to deep mistrust. Finally, on the night of his father’s death, tensions between the vampires
and the slaves come to a boil. Pointe du Lac is left in ruins, and the vampires come to live in
New Orleans.
What struck me the most about this book was the amazing pace at which the story was
told. The pace was unbelievably fast, yet each scene felt perfectly fleshed out, and held me so
firmly that I finished the book in three days. My only criticism of Ms. Rice’s style has to be
her overzealous use of the adjective ‘preternatural.’ This, however, disappeared in Lestat.
Another stunning quality of Interview with the Vampire was the way the author delved
into the deep state of loneliness of the characters, especially Louis. The mortal part may have
died in Ms. Rice’s characters, but they are vibrantly alive and aware of the state in which they
live. The detached nature with which they live allows for an almost clinical viewpoint of souls
twisting in pain. Set adrift from all that bound them to their mortal life, yet still walking the
worlds of mortals, the need to hunt for sustenance of an emotional nature claws them as
hungrily as the need to feed. Even in the inhumanly calculating love-hate of Claudia we see
this. Yet those of their own kind whom they meet are by no stretch kindred.
The Vampire Lestat opens with Lestat walking from a form of hibernation to find
himself in the modem day. Here I must make clear that in the first eighteen pages of The
Vampire Lestat the reader gains a better understanding of Lestat than Louis, the narrator of
Interview ever had We leant that he is vastly wiser than Louis could ever have guessed, yet
it is not until late in Lestat that it is told why Louis and Claudia were kept in ignorance.
Although Lestat enjoys the kill immensely, it also is revealed that he will not drink innocent

blood.
The major part of the story deals with Lestat’s early life, as a human in Pre
revolution France and later as a Parisian Vampire. The prologue and epilogue,
however deal with a totally different storyline, Lestat’s running across an aspiring
mortal rock band and a copy of Interview with the Vampire. Although grossly
misrepresented by Louis, this fills Lestat with a desire to see Louis. Another side
effect is Lestat’s writing his own story, which we are led to believe is the novel held
in our hands. Lestat reveals himself to the mortal band and uses them as a tool with
which he plans to force the other vampires to reveal themselves - publicity. This
smaller storyline, it seems, leads into what I assume will be the plot of Queen of
the Damned. But alas, I have yet to get my hands on a copy of Queen, so my
suspicions are unverified.
If Interview is an excellent novel, then Lestat is equally so, only on a much
greater scale. The loneliness of a vampire’s existence is explored to greater degree
as well; the fledgling vampire Lestat, first not knowing whether or not any others
like himself exist, soon finds that any vampires he creates are lost to him in another
way, for he can no longer read their thoughts.
But other vampires do exist - and they are watching him. The Les Innocents
coven follows the old superstitions. They believe they are the Children of
Darkness, the chosen of Satan, and see Lestat as a heretic for walking as a
gentleman, passing himself off as a mortal, brazenly entering churches, well it
streets, even wearing the cross that supposedly is feared by vampires.
Leading the coven is Arm and, a vampire known from Interview for his part
in a story happening a century later. He tells Lestat his life story, about Marius, the
ancient, very wise Vampire who created him, and was burned by the Children of
Darkness for living among mortals, as a painter. Armand tells Lestat that Marius
cared for Those Who Must Be Kept, but as for more about Finally, the last book
to be reviewed takes a totally different direction. It is Childhood’s End by Arthur
C. Clarke. This classic story of science fiction was published in 1956 and is one of
those rare books that reads just as fresh and true today.
It begins with man at the brink of interstellar travel. On the day that the first
launch in planned, however, a fleet of alien spacecraft come to rest above every
major city in the world. These aliens, called “the Overlords” by successive
generations of humans, proclaim themselves rulers of earth, and that humanity will
remain free, but that it must never go into space.
The few scattered attempts at resistance are futile. A nuclear weapon
launched at a ship is simply disarmed. No retaliation follows. Not a single human
life is harmed by the Overlords. They ignore sovereign nations, instead going
straight to the U.N. Soon, humanity is enjoying the boon of a golden age of utopian
society.
Then, the golden age ends. The end of Mankind begins.
That’s all I can say. This is not an alien conquest story. There is not
interspecies war. No fighting at all. You never trust the Overlords throughout the
story, Clarice makes sure of that, especially with their appearance. But, at the close
of this story, feeling close to both human and Overlord characters, you won’t know
which race to pity more.
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Can't Stand The Heat?
Get Into A Classroom
This Summer at PCCC

PASSAIC
COUNTY

COMMUNITY
COLLEGE

Now with two summer sessions,
Passaic County Community College is
making it easier than ever before to
earn credits over the summer. PCCC is
offering a wide variety of classes that
are affordable ($57.00 per credit) and
transferable. So whether you want to
get ahead or make up credits, PCCC
has something for you!

Summer Session I Begins May 26th
Summer Session II Begins July 7th
Registration for Both Semesters
May 21 and 24

For a Schedule of Classes Mail the Coupon Below or Call 201 6 8 4 -6 8 6 8 .
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Montezuma's Box O' Tips Starts
By Raul Rivera

Montezuma’s Box O ’ Tips
WordPerfect’s Switch feature regu
Welcome to Montezuma’s larly, make sure the second docu
hints and tips. This article and fu ment screen is empty. To use the
ture articles will deal with hints macro, place the cursor at the be
and tips in the use of some of the ginning of the inside address on
software that is used in the com the letter you want to print the
puter labs, such as Lotus 123, Mi envelope for and press Alt E. for
crosoft Works, Windows, Word Hewlett Packard LaserJet, insert
for Windows, Harvard Graphics, the envelope sideways in the
Word Perfect and others.
manual feed slot.
WordPerfect forD.O.S.
Microsoft Windows 3.1
Print envelopes with a key
Make icons easier to find.
stroke.
If your program groups are
Use this macro to grab the cluttered with icons and the titles
inside address from a letter and run into each other, follow these
print it on an envelope. This trick steps to tidy up your desktop. Ad
works on any printer w ith a just the icon spacing to allow more
WordPerfect printerdefinition that room for each icon and its title. To
contains a paper size called enve do this select Desktop from the
lope. First, open document that Control Panel and change the icon
contains an inside address. Place spacing to a larger number. The
the cursor at the beginning of the default is 77 and the maximum is
address and start recording the 512, but anything over 100 takes to
macro by pressing Macro Define much real estate on most monitors.
Once you make the adjust
(Ctrl-FlO). At the Define Macro:
Prompt, type Alt E. At the De ment, you’ll have to select Ar
scription: Prompt, enter the words range Icons to to see the new
Envelope Grabber. Now you’re layout. In Version 3.1, Desktop
ready to record the following key also has a Text Wrap option that
allows icon titles to wrap into sev
strokes:
{Bbdc}{SeaH±}{B*r}{Bfcr}{Bdt} eral lines; check this option for
{Left}{Left} {Del }(Cancel}r flexibility. While you don’t have
this luxury in version 3.0, you can
{Switch}
{Rxm)fHE{Btr}{Htr}{Eti}{B<t} always rename icons with shorter
{Rrma}pm23{&tr}{Btr}{Exit} titles that are still descriptive. For
{Fbnret}lm35{atr}{Ertr}{Exit} example to rename M icrosoft
{Cancel }r{ Print }2{ Exit }my Word for Windows to WinWord,
Press Ctrl-FlO to end select the Word icon in Program
Manager, choose properties from
macro recording.
The macro opens up a sec the file menu, and on the Descrip
ond document, so if you use the tion line type in Are you an ad

vanced WordStaruserwhodoesn’t
need basic help? Or a beginner
who needs hand holding? Or a
menu user who doesn’t need to
know obscure Ctrl key combina
tions? If you are one of these, you
may find this tip of some use. Use
WordStar’s command line switch/
H to select the level of help that
you may need. Easy help screens
loadup when you start the program
with WS/H3 at the DOS prompt.
Help that takes a lot for granted
loads up when you use WS/HO.
Menu based help runs when you
load with WS/H4. For more infor
mation about help levels, check
out the help m enu during a
WordStar session. In addition to
its obvious convenience, this tech
nique ensures that WordStar loads
quicker because it doesn’t have to
load all the help it has to offer.
Pacemaker
W hen using PageM aker,
common sense tells you to set up
the margins to match the limits of
text you plan for a page, including
the footers and headers. But if the
top and bottom margins you set up
in the Page Setup dialog box in
clude space that you intend to use
for the headers and footers, Page
Maker will automatically flow the
text too long for each page, and
you’ll need to adjust the top and
bottom window shades on every
page manually. Set the margins
precisely to the area into which
you’ll be flowing text, excluding
headers and footers.

Movies Redone
by Mark Loughlln

Have you been to the movies lately and thought
you’ve seen something just like it before? Are you in
agreement with the many people who think that
Hollywood has run out of new ideas? Then again,
Tinseltown has never been known for taking many chances artisti
cally. Witness one of the only really daring (and satisfying) films this
year, The Creine Game. It was made in England by an Irish director
fr,r nnHpr four millinn (tnllars That’s how much Macaulav Culkin cot
paid for Home Alone 2.
So, if you are experiencing an acute form of deja vu when you
glance up at the tenplex menu board, you are not alone. Almost every
film currently in release has roots somewhere else. Some are just
plain rip offs. Take a look!
The Adventures o f Huck Finn - This is the ninth different
adaptation of the Mark Twain novel and they still haven’t gotten it
right. Joel Siegel liked it.
The Crush - The Cradle that Rocks the Hand?! It ’s like Lolita
meets Fatal Attraction, but without James Mason or Michael Dou
glas. What animal do they boil in this one? Only in America do we
have screwed up sub genres like this.
Point o f No Return - La Femme Nikita without the subtitles, or
the style. But we do have Bridget Fonda wielding a really big gun.
Now that’s entertainment!
Cop A nd a H a lf- A gruff, but lovable cop gets teamed up with
a kid, gee I’ve never seen that before.
Rom Yesterday - Don and Melanie star in a modem reworking
of a good film from the 50’s. Don plays an intellectual, which is
undoubtedly a stretch for him.
Indecent Proposal - It has the same plot as Honeymoon In
Vegas, except it’s not funny. Starring Robert Redford, Woody
Harrelson, and Demi “I want a bigger trailer close to the set” Moore.
Homeward Bound - Another remake, this time of an older
Disney film that needed some of the advantages of modem film
techniques...voice overs! It’s just like The Adventures o f Milo and
Otis, but with an extra dog thrown in.
so there you have it. A sequel, four remakes, two rip offs, and
one just plain unoriginal film. This is actually nothing new. Last year
brought us the still bom remake of Last o f the Mohicans. and the
Steven Sagal rip off of Die Hard. Under Sieee. Don’t forget the
summer of sequel mania. Let’s hope that this summer can make up for
the year so far. If not, we might have to do something drastic, like read
a book!
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Earth day cometh
Along with April being the rainy month, and the information month, it also holds a most
im portant day, a day where we pay homage to our surrounding little critters and their
home. It's E arth Day.
W hat does this day specifically revere? No, not the organic mildew growing on Bohn
Halls' public bathroom toilet seats, nor the moss spreading across Blanton's salad bar.
E arth day celebrates what we have of nature, while reminding us all of Mother earth's
needs . Her furry little critters being clubbed in the arctic conserving water instead of
wasting it away in a nine hour hot show er. In an effort to promote awareness, The
Conservation Club took o v e r, holding their 1993 E arth Day celebrations on Wednesday
April 21.
Their event was spread through out the week. Besides speakers, they included Campus
Clean up and petitions.
One petition offered by the Conservation Club , was in hopes for the renewal of the
Endangered Species A c t. Another dealt with a petition against Mitsubishi Co. for
affiliating with companies destroying rainforests.
Topics of recycling, conservation of water, as well as animal preservation are not held
in a social high esteem. An im portant topic, our campus should be more aware of the
needs of our planet and take a more serious outlook. As Ann Caldieo points out, "
..hopefully [students] will make a change."
O ur earth is one we need to share equally .Within this responsibility also lies a reality
that we have to take care of our home. Despite the cynical outlook of most patrons on
Earth, this world is as idyllic as it will ever get and is worth worrying about.
Although the day has passed, everyday should be a celebration of Mama E arth with the
full recognition of how beautiful she really is.
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W eek.

I feel that they did not communicate with
me on the progress o f the book honestly
Andy Krupa pg. 1

hy

April is Freedom of Information Month. In celebra
tion of Freedom of Information Month I have been coaxed,
okay rescued, from the netherworld of graduated literary
obscurity and asked to pen the following elucidating essay:
In our time, political speech and writing are largely
the defence of the indefensible... Thus political language
has to consist largely of euphemism, question begging, and
sheer vagueness. Defenceless villages are bombarded from
the air, the inhabitants driven out into the countryside, the
cattle machine gunned, the huts set on fire with incendiary

bullets: This is called pacification. Millions of peasants are
robbed of their farms and sent trudging along the roads with
no more than they can carry: This is called transfer of
population or rectification of frontiers...
Sounds like an accurate depiction of recent American
imperialistic policy in Nicaragua, or the former Soviet
Union’s excursionistic foray into Afghanistan, however, if
you were paying attention to the spelling contained within
the above paragraph you would have noticed a distinctive
English influence. Spelling defence and defenceless with a
“C” instead of the American standard “S” e.g. defense and
defenseless, clearly indicates that the opening paragraph
was penned by an English author.
Recently I sent my favorite son Patrick a copy of
George Orwell’s 1984. Generally I only send my son books
that either had a profound influence on me, or that I enjoyed
reading. 1984 thoroughly fulfilled both prerequisites. Per
haps it will also influence you, as I purloined the aforequoted
paragraph from Orwell’s classic.
I first read George Orwell’s 1984 sometime in the
early seventies. I suggest that reading it before it was
chronologically expected added a significant and ominous
threat to Orwell’s ti e . 1984 paints apowerful picture, of the
horrors of a well established totalitarian regime. I wondered
if it all was possible: the foretold atomic desolation, elec
tronic surveillance generated by in home telescreens, gov
ernmental doublespeak becoming the preferred method of
communicating to the public, (Sort of like renaming the
United States Department of War to the now more emo
tively known Department of Defense).
Clearly, 1984 is chronologically gone however,
Orwell’s prophecies have lingered on, therefore 1984 is
gone and here. We inhabit an inhibiting world of govern
mental surveillance. Today, electronic “bugs” have taken
the place of the prophesied telescreens. Warrants are issued
daily allowing telephone calls to be routinely intercepted.
This in apparent disregard of the safeguards implied within
Katz vs. Us 389 US 347 (1967). Incredibly, while increas
ingly easy to obtain warrants are required to eavesdrop on
the hapless American citizenry conversing on cordless
phones.
In addition to the aforementioned governmental in
roads curtailing my conversational expectation of privacy,
in this, the greatest democracy the world has ever witnessed,
as a professional truckologist neither my blood nor my urine
remain sacrosanct. The Department of Transportation, an

W ake up, it’s
1984
administrational agency, has allocated itself powers to liter
ally search my life-blood whenever it deems it appropriate,
Fourth Amendment ideals notwithstanding.
Whether authorized under the guises of responsible
reconnoitering or prosecutorial probing each of the afore
said inexcusable inroads cast dispersions on the guarantees
contained within the fourth amendment to the United States

Constitution.
Fears of governmental interlopers necessitated the
1976 passing of the Freedom of Information/Privacy Act,
Title 5 U.S.C. 552. Ostensibly this would provide the
general public access to the records of many information
hoarding administrational agencies. The underlying motive
is that a more informed public will enhance the accountabil
ity and performance of government agencies and officials.
Yes, 1984 was one of the influences that shaped my
political consciousness. Here is your chance to keep the
government honest and find out what McCarthy like per
sonal information it has hidden on you within its bureau
cratic bowels.
TYPICAL FORMAT FOR FILING A
PERSONAL FOIA/PA ACT REQUEST
/ /
U.S. Department of Justice
Federal Bureau of Investigation
300 North Lee Street-Room 500
Alexandria, V.A. 22314
Re: FOIA/PA Request
5 U.S.C. 552
Sir,
Pursuant to the Freedom of Information/Privacy
Act, Title 5 U.S.C. 552,1 respectfully request the follow
ing information relative to myself:
All written or recorded forms of communication
consisting of but not limited to documents, copies, memo
randums, reports, records, audio/video recordings, tran
scripts, photographs or any other form of documentation
which in anyway refers to myself in my personal name or
any other name or code name which in any manner
mentions or relates to my name or person compiled by
your office or provided to your office by another agency
or individual.
To assist you the following information is offered:
Date of Birth_______ , Social Security N o .__________ ,
and current address_____________ ._______ .
You are requested to reply within the time permit
ted by the statute.
Sincerely,
(On FB1/DEA or similar multi-office agencies
always make request to the local area office as well as the
office in Washington D.C. include your full address and
telephone number underneath your signature)

Neal Dougherty
History

Panties
anyone?
For the past few weeks there has been a lot of tension
between Zeta Beta Tau and Sigm a Delta Phi over an incident
which took place in their house on Lackawana Avenue. The
incident involved a few individuals that happen to be in
ZBT. What the individuals considered to be harmless fun (a
panty raid) Sigma Delta Phi considered criminal (breaking
and entering). Sigma Delta Phi has come to us demanding
an apology forthese individual’s actions. They have repeat
edly screamed at us, threatened us and even fabricated
certain parts of what actually happened. As president I
listened as they screamed at me and tried to tell them that I
understood, sympathized and would speak to the individu
als. (We punished the individuals by restricting them from
attending any social events for the rest of the semester.) I
made it clear to them that the fraternity was not at fault and
that it was only a handful of individuals. They disagreed and
continued to make threats and contact Dean Harris. I spoke
to Dean Harris and told him that this was not a fraternity
matter. ZBT would like Sigma to know that we are sorry
that it happened. It was a childish act done for fun and was
stupid. We sympathize with you and agree that those
individuals were wrong. But let us make it crystal clear to
you for the absolute last time: ZBT DOES NOT CON
DONE, SUPPORT NOR AGREE WITH WHAT HAP
PENED THAT NIGHT. It was not an organized fraternity

ZBT does not
condone, support,
nor agree with
what happened
that night
event and the vast majority of our organization knew noth
ing about it, even the day after it happened. Therefore we are
through discussing the matter. If you would like an apology
or seek compensatory action we suggest that you go directly
to the individuals, but ZBT will not be harassed and refuses
to apologize for that which we did not do...
Frank DiRocco
President (Communication Studies)
Brian Hansler
Vice President (Retail)

Don't forget...

The deadline for
letters to the editor
is Monday.
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No more Prophet

Support the Mardi Gras

Although I am usually apa
thetic towards the Prophet Bigg’s
“column”, I feel compelled to voice
my opinion toward this wast of
valuable newspaper space. Actu
ally, I enjoy Mr. Bigg’s failed at
tempts at humor and his outra
geously misinformed “facts”, but
to tell the entire student body, in
print, that The Crying Game is all
hype and that Last o f the Mohicans
was the best film of the year...well,
I fear for the paper’s credibility.
He also said, referring to Clint
Eastwood, “L et’s stop giving life
time achievement awards hidden
behind other awards.” I ’m won
dering if Mr. Schwoebel even saw
any of these films, or if he’s just
liste n in g to too m uch R ush
Limbaugh.
While The Crying Game is a
completely original movie that is
way ahead of its time in terms of
su b je c t m a tte r, L a st o f the
Mohicans is pretty much a dressed
up melodrama that tells us once
again that the Indians are savage,
brutal killers. WhereThe Crying
Game shows us what a human
being is capable of, and that heroes
don’t have to save someone from a
burning building, Last o f the
Mohicans lets us know that nei
ther the Indians nor the Colonists

Dig this here now. I was
squatting in the Student Center
Quad, absorbing the delicious
weather, trying to adjust my shoe
lace, which had become unrav
eled and twisted around my ankle.
It was a knotted mesh, and the
more I struggled to release the
lace’s grip, the tighter it contracted
around my leg, cutting off the cir
culation entirely. I watched help
lessly as my ankle began to swell,
tu rn in g a m yriad o f colors:
purple,green and blue. It was at
this point that I started to freak.
Trapped by my own footwear, I
wimpered and drooled in silent
agony:
“OOooohhh! OOOooow!
Jesus! Mary! Frickin’ flickableck!
OW!”
Something along those lines.
I was rolling now, limb over limb,
hands and purple green blue feet
thrashing about like a carnival at
traction. It was a pitiful sight to
witness I ’m certain. In the midst
of the anguish, I noticed a dark
haired, red lipped figure standing
curiously above me, intently peer
ing at my technicolor ankle. Was
I to be saved from my torture?
Could this figure above me be the

were trustworthy people. I under
stand that the Prophet’s political
values and closemindedness may
have contributed to his disliking
the film, but he should at least give
some reasons why he thought it
was all hype. Why was Last o f the
Mohicans so great? Why does he
spout bits o f poetry like, “a film
that was looked over by the Acad
emy for lots o f things.” It’s true
that not everyone will likeTTie Cry
ing Game; You have to be open
minded. You can’t have any ma
jor discriminations against certain
social groups, and you can’t idol
ize John W ayne. Perhaps the
Prophet was disappointed that there
wasn’t actually a “game” in the
film.
Don’t get me wrong, I really
couldn’t care less about the Os
cars, or his opinions, but letting
someone print whatever the hell
he wants, when he wants to, (the
Oscars were two weeks ago) re
flects poorly on the paper. The
film companies are nice enough
to send The Montclarion tickets to
advance screenings of their films
and you send the gossip columnist!
Good Luck Montclarion!
Mark Loughlin
Senior

savior that would release me from
the sinister shoelace of the under
world!?! Unable to speak, I raised
my ankle, gesturing to the figure
of my desire to be free from the
bonds that held me. Finally, it
SPOKE!
“HI! I ’m Ritu, the chairper
son of the SGA’s Multicultual Ad
visory Committee! I must say,
I ’ve never seen an ankle as di
verse as yours. I wonder if we
might use you as a symbol, your
lower leg in particular, to repre
sent the myriad o f colors, creeds,
and ehtnicities that make up our
cam p u s.
W e ’re h o ld in g a
Multicultural Fair the weekend of
April 24,25 here on campus where
various organizations including
the Class l ’s, Greeks and others
will converge in the spirit of pride
and diversity!”
“Huh?” I replied
“On Saturday, OS AU ’s Gos
pel choir will perform, LASO’s
dance troupe will be on hand along
with a multitude of organizations
and students in the ampitheater
enjoying the sun and exciting
events!”
“Help! Heeeelp!” I cried

would like to congratulate the winners of its
Editorial Board Elections
George “Pinky Ring” Calle............. Editor-in-chief
Amy “Cheeseburger Please” Fost..... Managing Editor
Walter “Penthouse” Kulick.................. Treasurer
Kevin “Hooligan” Colligan..................... EditorialEditor
Glenn “Glennifer” Steinberg...................... NewsEditor
Kelly “Bedtime” Schab..... Arts & Entertainment Editor
Christine “Diggin’ it” Weber........ Campus Life Editor
Keith “the Kegmeister” Idee...................... SportsEditor
Raul “Montezuma” Rivera........................ PhotoEditor
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“On Sunday, the big finale
happens with Class One Concerts
providing live music! Diggable
Planets will perform outside, for
free, and you know they’re Cool
Like That! Can I count on you
being there to lend a hand, or shall
I say, ankle?”
I could hardly speak, and
with the last burst of energy left in
my beaten leg, I raised my ankle
one last time in the hopes of re
lief...
“Wonderful! I ’ll see you
there on the 24th of April!!!” Ritu
waltzed away quietly, a mass of
black hair and passion for the
Multicultural Fair vibrating above
her head.
I ended up at Mountainside
Hospital, convinced the surgeon
on duty to not amputate my foot,
and started making plans for the
24th...Life is good.
The Multicultural Fair in the
ampitheater the weekend of the
24,25. Its Cool Like That.
James “Appetite” Cotter
Director of External Affairs
Student Government, Inc.
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46
48
52
1 Aide (abbr.)
54
5 Pack in tig h t ly
57
9 C ircle parts
14 Thin s t r ip of wood 58
59
15 General Bradley
16 ----- la Cite, Paris 60
17 Tropical tree
61
18 Kind of China
62
19 Bid
20 Gripe
63
64
22 Hair lock
23 " ----- 17," Holden
65
film
24 German steel city
26 Perfume, e.g.
29 Kin of Ph.D.' s
1
32 Like poorly-cooked
spaghetti
2
35 Nelson ----36 "---- Silv e r , away!" 3
37 Coup d ' ----4
38 Willow
39 Mr. Pavlov
5
6
40 ----- Hashana
4 1 ---- do-well
7
42 Dance routines
43 Basebal1 hal1-of8
famer Cuyler
44 Corrosive
9

ACROSS

Suffering one
Ivy League city
Potato pancake
Certain hobbyist
Hautboys
Made tracks
Wi 11--------wisp
Subatomic particles
Famed Italian
family
Warner Oland role
Perceive
Mr. Martin
Daily Planet
reporter

DOWN
Templeton and
Guinness
Dutch shoe
Small aperture
What happens during
a mystery (3 wds.)
Trinidad's neighbor
Mine: Fr.
-----'s Chinese
Theatre
Claimants to a
throne
Violent displays

10 "Best Director" of
1960 (2 wds.)
11 Word in football
position
12 March 15
13 Suffixes for cash
and cloth
21 " --- Be Good"
25 Soviet river
27 Like a thesis
28 "So long!"
30 Fellow
31 " ----- and Lovers"
32 Prepare coffee
33 Yours: Fr.
34 Canadian city
38 Fairy tale
beginning
42 Locale
45 Loser to Rutherford
B. Hayes
47 Novelist Hermann
49
50
51
52
53
55
56

----- drop of a hat
Cagney role
Negative contraction
Cuts off
----- 's Irish Rose
River in France
" ----- Smile Be Your
Umbrella..."
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Welcome into th e M ight Blue
and White Sigma SweetheartCourt
-to Eight Deep and rising SPP. ’9 3
from Undreneath th e Durface Spr
‘92

Owen (AXP) I’ve really enjoyed
hanging o u t with youl You’re a very
sw ee t person. M onica (Theta
Kappa Chi)
Happy Anniversary to the
Brothers o f Phi Beta Sigma Spr.
9 0 and Spr 9 2 - from Underneath
the Surface Spr 92

C ongratulations to the Ep
silon Class o f Tau Phi Beta. G rea t
Job, Joker
Hey Tau Phi Beta, Did you
find th a t guy yet! Ya know th a t
guy.

Vinny and Brian, Congratu
lations! From Nelly and Monica
Christine (TS) Congratula
tio ns on your awardl You deserve
itl Loveyou secret Sigma

Term inator: I hope you’re
ready to drink, drink, drink. Cause
th a ts w hat you’re gonna do. Love
ya, your big brother Joker.
Tedacious; I’ll geetyourr ass
again and th is tim eyou won’t enjoy
it. I promise. Guess Who?
To my Theta Zeta Pledge
Class (AKPsi) Thanks fo r all your
help and support t h a t you have
given me these p a s t couple of
weeks. You guys are the greatest,
and to ge th er I know we’ll make it
through.
Love
A lw ays,
your
pledgemate Cabbage Patch.
Ted P. (Tau Phi Beta) Con
gratulations, it's finally over. Now
its tim e to p a rty hardy. Good job,
Joker.
Congrats Kelly
Back nine begins in ten min
utes. 5mooch
Cujo and Pok, Aren’tyo u guys
glad you listened to a fool? I t ’s
easy being average. Be a bull.
Smooch

Thetas, Looking forward to
a fte r the formal! “ Goodies”
Loco, You fina lly made it. You
made me proud. Your Big Brother
Wheels
Incognito (AKPsi) G e t ready
to screaml Love Cabbage Patch
Epsilon Class (Tau Phi Beta)
Did you have fun in H-C all semes
te r? Wheels
Cujo - Congrats from your
big. You are one f — ked up indi
vidual. Smooch
Thetas, Can’t w ait till the
formall We are going to have a
g re at tim el Monica
To my bigs: M argaret, San,
Dave and Jodi (AKPsi) Thanks fo r
always being there. Love always,
you little Nicole

w ant to sleep with you - the sis
te rs o f D Phi E
Happy Birthday to all the
Phi Sig A pril Babies - Kathy,
Bernadette, Lynn, Annette, Laly,
Sandy, Denise, Jenny, Trish - Oh
w hat a month!
To MSC- “ And don’t man live
in a world which he believes to be
reality??"
Kong (Tau Phi Beta) You did
awesome, I can’t w ait to T-off again.
Congratulations. Doc
Nicole (AIX) Errrrl Love al
ways, Smooch
Pain is temporary, pride is
forever, Tau Phi Beta Epsilon class
has proved itl Smooch

4 0 Bulls and countingl Keep
i t upl

Gary (Tau Phi Beta) Con
gra tula tion s I G etting away from
whereyou w erewasnodoubtapain
in the ass. Your big, OQ.

Pocco (AKPsi) Did I ever tell
you th atyou ;re a g re at guy. Pledge:
Cabbage Patch

To th e women o f D Phi E - I
loveyou all -Gumby(Tau Phi Beta)

To AXP softball team, Keep
scoringl from the Theta Groupies

Jam es-Thanks fo r the Easter-gram . The th o u g h t was sweet.
Hope to meet you soonl Debra

Yo Senatel What a sick tim e
a t th e mixer. I s till haven’t found
my underwear. Maybe i t ’s on the
Dean’s deskl Elyssa (D Xi D)

C.G. (TKE) Lets take a walk
on the beach - ???
To the Bulls - No mace al
lowed
When all the smoke clears,
and i t ’s all over there will s till be a
Bull standingl
Jill (Tri Sig) You da best. Doc
(Tau Phi Beta)
To Thetas! Good luck to all
the girlsl Love Nelly
Theta Kappa Chi - S trength
in sisterhood! Good luck in th e
elections.

B re ast (Theta Kappa Chi) I
had a g re at tim e on S aturday
night. Hope you had a g re a t BDay.
Monica
To my Phi Sig sisters. Thank
you so much fo r everything - 1love
all o f you and will miss you all next
year - once a Phi Sig... always a Phi
Sig. Love in th e pyramid. Annette
Mike - 1decided, It was defi
nitely b e tte r than a massage!
Love ya Christina. Your new
replacement.

To Myrna (2A 07) I’m sorry
C o n g ra tu la tio n s Epsilon
class! Nails, X-Man, Cujo, Loco,
Terminator, Kong, and Pok. You da
menl Smooch

aboutT hursdaynightldidn’tm ean
anything byit.Hopeyou forgive me.
Can we be friends? D

A N O H O -B E MISSED TREASURE
- C h u c k Henry, K A B C -T v

Gumby (Tau Phi Beta) We

Forget The Old
College Tryl
C ollege G rads - N ow G et The

Skills Employers Are Looking For!
In Just 2 0 - 40 H ours This Summer L earn :

Lotus 1-2-3 - WordPerfect - Keyboarding
Desktop Publishing - dBase n i+

Special Integrated Skills Programs
Convenient Schedules:

Part-time, Full-time, Short-term, Days,
and Evenings/Weekends

T ree Job Placement Assistance Available
Call

800-446-5400 for More Information.

Campuses in New York at White Plains and New Yoric City,
in New Jersey at West Paterson, Waldwick, and Woodbridge.
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To Myrna: Now t h a t you and
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Chris broke up will you give me half
the chance? U-no-?
Maria G. (Theta) We loveyoul
Cheer upl Xi Babies
Sheryl, Laly, Sandy, Jenny,
Linda, Because I’m free to do what
I w ant any old tim el Love Annette
Michael - 1didn’tw a n tyo u to
leave cause I’m scared you won’t
come back.
To th e guy helping me g et a
form al date - If you only knew who
I’d real ly w ant to go with - Guess l’II
have to se ttle - Love, your mas
seuse.
CongratulationsBetasI I love
all you guys and I know you will
continue to make us proudl Love
and Sisterhood, Forever - Chris
tine
Sandra - Congratulations!
You’re the best and I love you a lo t
- your family’s awesome (alm ost
as good as minel)
Gina (Tri Sig) Congrats You are th e b est big everl You
deserve your award because you
worked so hardi I love you a loti
Love your little Christine
To Diana - Happy Birthday. I
wish you th e best now and forever.
Good luck in Washington. Your
friend forever, Myrna
3 0 2 A - 42 days till gradua
tion! Love Willow
Delta Chi - Good, toug h game
on Sundayl AXP
Congratulations AXP Zeta
classl W hat’s th e deal? Your pos
tu la n t educator... You guys make
me proudl
To the Presidential Suite -

T hursday, April 22,1993

You guys are the best. I don’t know
what I’d do w ithout you (home
work!) Thanks fo r always making
me smilel Love CLT
Vicki - Congratulations! I’m
so happy you won th a t award -you
really deserve it. Thanks fo r every
thing. You’re the bestl Love and
sisterhood - Christine
Mich - Congratulations on
the newest addition to the familyl
I’m glad i t was worth the w ait Love Christine
I am king o f the bed
# B 6 You have become very
special t o me
My dear born - Craig 5. When
are we going to do th is right? When
we do, will you be all th a t you can
be? Miss you much
Spanish F|y (AXP) You could
be a really p re tty girl if you shaved
your legs.
My dear Born, I miss you
much and i t wasn’t a full week.
Please come back t o me soon.
Hey Baby, C an 'tw a itto break
in the single.
-Kevin
Rachel (D irty Whore o f the
Year) I love you, you're a great
friend, and Iju s t wanted to remind
you th a t I’m always here fo r you.
Love th e Bitch o f the Year
Panama Crew - We are awe
some! Nuff Said!
Lynda, Lisa, Tara, Michelle, I
think a vodka and lemonade nightl
I loveyou guys -can ’tw a ittile next
year. Love Tina AH 96

Tina (D Phi E)

the Xi bafcy bet?

Xenia (D Phi E) AH 111-Con
gratulations little! You did an awe
some jobl Let’s celebrate you lushl
Love your big, Tina AH 96

Yo Monica M. - You really
should stop saying the Big F. It
isn’t very becoming...Hello!

Allison (D Phi E) # 6 - You
are to o cooll I have to copy you can’t w ait until Wednesday night I’ll even buy you a beerl Love # 5 Tina
AH 9 6
Sandra (Tri Sigma) con
gratulations little l You did a great
job and you are th e perfect addi
tion to our familyl I love youl Love
and sisterhood,-you big forever,
Michelle
To the new sisters o f Tri
Sigma - You guys did a g re at job
andyou made mevery proud. Thank
you fo r my beautiful pillow. I love
every single one o f you. Love and
sisterhood, Michelle ZK 19
Dan (Theta Xi) Congratula
tio ns Beatlel You did awesomel
YITB, Your Big Brother
Joe (Delta) Thanks fo r a
g re at tim e on Thursday. Now i t ’s
my turn, find o u t w hat May 7 is.
Love Kristin
Sharon (TriSig)Congratulationsl I’m so proud o f youl I love
Youl Love Lisa
Hey Gouri: Quackl

LEAP TALL
BUILDINGS
ûUcOÎ!Mj(3
Morristown Municipal Airport

y
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Did you call them pledges?
Does i t f — king m atter?
John L. (TKE) Hon.you’rethe
best. You make me smilel Love Ya
Krissy (TS)
Zeta Class (TX) Congratula
tions, I’m glad tocallyou my broth
ers, YITB. Gamma Mu Zi
# 5 (D Phi E) You are th e
bestl Love # 6

Trish (AIX) The rooms were
nice but those tu bs were way to o
smalll Love Carm P.S. Hang o ut
more, I miss you!

To my sh ip py Je nn y Congrats honeyl You did such a
greatjobduring pledging. I loveyou
lots - 1knowyou’ll be a g re a t sisterl
Love and sisterhood - Your shippyl
To my big Christine - I love
you, you’re awesome - Love your
little Krissy ZK45

Sigma, before one can be dis
respected one would need respect,
right?
Joey and J e ff (Delta Kappa
Psi)-1 c a n 't begin to thank you fo r
helping me with my car. Be waiting
fo r a thank-you g iftl - Love, Trish
I'm an oyster, I'm an oyster,
I'm an oyster by th e sea. I would
rath er be an oyster than a god
d a m n ...
Sigma- There’s a tim e to be
anal and a tim e not to be anal! And
rig h t now your ass is tig h te r than
a clam's assl
S tacy (Tri Sig)- Can't w ait
to be "suities" again - Love, Trish
S.O.P.- cheer up, find a new
man because he is n 't worth i t Love Agent 9 9
C o n g ra tu la tio n s t o th e
Kappa Class o f D Phi El Good job.
A t le a st now you're not going to be
rude to us - ZBT
All Greeks- Read the sec
tion "L etters to the Editor" - ZBT

J - Can’t w a itto break in the
ju s t have to find the rig ht spot.
Guess who???
DO YOU KNOW WHO YOU'RE
TALKING ABOUT?...and th a t's why
The Montclarion g ot no budget in
crease.
Spanish Hussies - Su ka
rate es perfecto pero el mio is
mejorl
Theta Kappa Chi Double Rose
Formal 1993 - Ho what a night i t ’s
going to be girlsl
# 9 0 (Theta) Have you ever
seen a goat in a navy blue fox? #&&

To the Theta H airstylists,
make up a rtis ts and helpers o f
Thursday: Thanks a million, I love
you guys. Love #&&

* Airline Pilot Owned and Operated
* AST 300 Color Visual Simulator
* Airline Training Concepts-Private
Through Airline Transport Pilot
* The Most Professional Training Environment Available
* Approved by the D.O.E. for Veteran's Training

Tothe Mu class o f Phi Sigma
Sigma - Sisterhood is treasure
foreverl congratulationsand Good
luck to all o f you. Love in Phi Sigma
Sigma.

Alison - Lose any pens lately?
Maybe they’re in Corinne’s carl Love
Karyn and Corinne

Look kids, Big Beni Parlia

2 4 )s

To the outgoing and incom
ing exec boards and chairs o f Phi
Sigma Sigma - Congratulationson
a job well done and DioketeHupsala
fo r th e year aheadl Love Stacy

CongratstotheKappaClass
(D Phi E) You guys are great! Love
AHB1

ment!

i^ g )(p 2 W is c o l

To my Guardian Angel, Babe,
I s till love you, believe i t or not.
Never fo rg e t me and the good
tim es. Googiesl Love you always,
#17

Alpha Class - Always remem
ber curb hopping, Splahwater Falls, to 
tal chaos and a quick trip to Englandl

brand new, red, leased Nissan, we
Isaac (ZBT) Nice grand slaml
It’s 11:30, I’m going homel I loveyoul

Vinny and Brian (AXP) We
knew you could do it. Congratula
tions! Love Xi class

Jason (TKE) Thanks fo r a
g re at weekend. Once again, you
were a w onderful d a te . Love,
Carmelita

Dear Phi Sig - You are tru ly
one o f the best things th a t could
have ever happened to me. I love
you guysl Aloha
To my little Caroline (Phi
Sigma sigma) You’ve ju s t under
taken the g reatest step in finding
true sisterhood. Welcome to our
Phi Sig familyl Love your Big
Question: Has anyone won

AH114 (D Phi E) congratula
tio ns L ittlel Welcome to s is te r
hood. You made me so proud and
you deservethis. Loveyour big asis
AHB1
To my shippy Donna - You’re
awesomel You did a greatjobl Love
your shippy Krissy ZK45
Learn the difference between
your and you’re - the ty p is t
I’m hopelessly devoted toyou
O J.’s I
To the new sisters o f Tri
Sigma - You are all going to be
g re at sisters. Congratsl Welcome
to our sisterhoodl Love Gee ZK11
and Krissy ZK45
Kristen (TS) Congratula
tions. I’m so happy to have you as
my sister. I love youl Krissy ZK45
To the sisters o f D Xi D and
the Alpha class - Thanks for all the
support when I needed it. That’s
w hat sisterhood’s all aboutl Love
and sisterhood Elyssa

Linda F. (Phi Sig)- Can't wall
till Friday! Love your favorite pledge
sister.
Joey-You'rethe "best". Need
I say more? - Love ya, Trish
Liz- What's Happening?? Glenn

V\c (ZBT)- I would apprecia te a call a fte r you tell me you like
me and haveyour way with mein my
apartm ent. - Carla
Angelina (D Phi E)- You're
greatl You're so aweeome - Amaz
ing. Your wealth o f intelligence is
outstanding. You're incredible.
Howie and Dave- Which
Doobieyou be? I be the black one. Tiran
Frank (ZBT)-. A few more
weeks and you can finally sq u irt
the god damn diamond o u t o f your
ass and be normal again. - Anal
brothers

To th e Mu Pledge class of
Phi Sigma Sigma - Good luck and
haveagreat timel Love the sisters

Liz-Who the hell is Cornelius?
Everyone knows th a t Tiran is the
Man. I mean, I did notsee Cornelius
going a fte r Brother Bruno and Al
Dunbar like Tiran did.

To my grand big Gina - Happy
Birthdayl I loveyou - keep smiling.
Love Krissy ZK 4 5

Yes Ross, I s till owe you a
cup o f coffee. I Dig.
Appetite
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Put AT&T on
your resume
before you graduate
1993 Fall Marketing
Opportunities Available
AT&T is seeking ambitious, sales-oriented
students to participate in our 7-day oncam pus m arketing program selling
AT&T products & services. Hours are
fle xib le with top co m p en s atio n &
bonuses. M ust be available 1 - 2 weeks
prior to the start of classes. We need

AT&T STUDENT
CAMPUS MANAGER
To be responsible for overall event imple
mentation, daily m anagement & training
of student group. Requires strong lead
ership ability. Prior m anagement/salesrelated experience a plus. Must be
available to attend National Training on
August 4 - 6 , 1993.

AT&T ASSISTANT STUDENT
CAMPUS MANAGER
To m anage a group of students on a daily
basis and assist with overall event imple
mentation. Sales/leadership experience
a plus.

Thursday, April 22,1993

Total Tw ining__________

LSAT
GRE
GMAT
MCAT

Export Toachow________
Personal Tracking
and Tutoring
Insider Tost Information

Challenge, Opportunity
and Growth
in Corporate R eal Estate

Permanent Centers

Maximize your score

Call tor a tree pre-test
for any grad school exam

1-800-KAP-TEST

KAPLAN
HULES

At
th e
C harles
K latskin
C om pany you will find th e
o p p o rtu n ity to excel as a
corporate real estate broker. Our
han d s-o n tra in in g offers th e
o p p o rtu n ity to w ork w ith
seasoned pros in th e fast-paced
challenging field of corporate
real estate.
If you are a highly m otivated
self-starter looking for challenges
and growth, potential, w ith an
interest in success, please call:

Tony Scaro

AT&T STUDENT REP/
CAMPUS GROUP

CHARLES KLATSKIN
COMPANY INC.

To act as our on-cam pus representa
tives. M ust be outg oing and sales
orien ted .

(201) 288-5700
400 Hollister Rd., Teterboro, NJ 07608
20 Oxford Dr., Dayton, NJ 08810

To find out more about these great
opportunities, call 1 800 592-2121, ext
148, or send resu m e to C D I, AT&T
Recruitment, 1500 Walnut St., 19th fl.,
Philadelphia, PA 19102.
Equal O pportunity Employer

E x p e rt

Your
Final
Exam
From Ford Motor Company

Word Processing

(answ er true or false)

In English/
Spanlsh/French
Italian/Portuguese
Layout, typesetting,
and laser printing
also available.

Academic Papers
Manuscripts
Resumes
Business Documents
R E A S O N A B L E Rates

790-6938
§
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Included in the Ford and Mercury College Purchase Program are:
1. Pre-approved credit
2. Deferred first payment
3. $400 cash incentive
4. Down payment

n
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We made this exam easy to pass because getting a new car shouldn't be difficult. With the Ford and Mercury
College Graduate Purchase Program, there's no down payment on eligible new Ford and Mercury vehicles if
you qualify and finance through Ford Credit. You may even get the benefit of a deferred 1st payment (in states
where allowed). You'll also get a $400 cash incentive regardless of whether you buy or lease. You can opt to use it
toward your purchase or lease, or keep the cash.
You may qualify for the program if you earn a bachelor or advanced degree between January 1,1993 and
December 31.1993. or are a graduate student enrolled during the same period.
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Simply visit your local Ford or Mercury dealership or call 1 -8 0 0 -32 1 -1 5 3 6 for more information.
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noo-smoker. UJest Orange
201-669-0198.

TO PLACE A CLASSIFIED AD, PLEASE SEND THE AD (25 WORDS),
ALONG W ITH A CHECK OR MONEY ORDER FOR $8.00 PAYABLE TO THE
MONTCLARION TO: THE MONTCLARION 113 STUDENT CENTER ANNEX,
MONTCLAIR STATE COLLEGE, UPPER MONTCLAIR, N J 07043, ATTN.
CLASSIFIEDS.
for Thursday edition is the prior Friday.

M o th e r's h e lp e r
needed 4-7 pm, Mon-Fri
for smart; well-behaved,
11 year old boy. Must
drive, own car prefer
able. le a ve m essage on
tap e 744-8276.

stole person w anted for
care of two children and
light housekeeping. Mon
d ay through Friday 8:30
am to 5:00 pm . Nonsmoker, must have own
transportation and refer
ences. Salary negotiable«
For more information call
Angela (UU) 509-4969 af
ter 5 pm 694-3084.

care for our children (3
an d 5 y.o.), 3 afternoons/
week, own car a must,
references necessary. Po
sition available through
Sept. Call 857-4368 after
6 pm.

eves. 908-269-8756,

H U P UlflNTCD •
'90 M azd a Miota, 5- looking for a jo b ? Interspd, 2-dr convertible, am / ested in some secretarial
fm cassette, R/C, 43 K work? Office located in
miles, excellent condition, Clifton. Please contact
$1 l,000orbestoffer.Coll Jay at (201) 777-9696.
429-2361 evenings or
weekends.
F e m ale
m odel
needed by photogra
pher. No nudity. No ex
perience required. Part
D R . B L A N K ’S R E V I E W
Time (201) 823-8750
• 14 S essions, taugh t by Or. Stank
$20Atour.
» pkhsosm ., CAtttsa a m M rw N
«Highest Teacher Quatity
♦ 17 Y«ars MCA7/CAT

SUMMCA JOB-PART
TIM€ taking care of 2
girls, ages 4 & 8 in Up
per Montclair home, ex
periences & references
required. 509-1834.

SUMMCA CM PIO V
MCNT - Mature, respon

Caring, reliable student to babysit 8 year old
girl, 2-3 aftemoons/wcek.
Cnjoy pool in summer. Must
drive. Non-smoker. Call:
201-743-9045.

d ay through Friday. Must
speak Cnglish. Must have
car. Call 201-492-1276
after 7 pm.

RE-OPENING
N ew ly R enovated!
ilQIll

- New State o f the Art
Equipment:CYBEX
HODYMASTER,
HAMMER STRENGTH

86 LACKAWANNA AVE. • WEST PATERSON, NJ 07424

(201)890-1287

For First Time Members Only
POLICEMEN, FIREMEN,
STUDENTS RATE
3 M ONTHS - $69
6 M ONTHS - $99
1 YEAR - $189
SPECIAL RATE
3 MONTHS - $89
6 MONTHS - $129
1 YEAR $239

EARLY iitltD DISCOUNT

MOTHCA'S HCIPCfi needed to care for infant
H U P UIANTCD: lov- 2 d ays a week, Tuesday
ing, responsible person to fit W e d n e s d a y in my
home, ex
p e rie n c e
______________________ ________
r e q u ire d .

RAND

10 AEROBIC CE
CO-ED FTTNES9 AND
CENTER

* Interview Counsoiing/Actvieo
« 90% SUCCESS RATE»

- Free Weights and
Cardiovascular Equipment
- ProShop
- Juice Bar
* Twining Facility

• Aerobics start Saturday, May 1
(Free Classes M ay 1)
• Registration April 26 to 30
• Ab Classes
• Hip & Thigh Classes
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•OFFER EXPIRES MAY 1 ,1993
WITH COUPON ONLY
ROM 46 W. - Exit at McBride Ave./Go down ramp - Turn right at first traffic light, turn right onto
ackawanna Ave. Mid-block turn right to Lackawanna Park Complex.
ROM 46 E - Exit at West Paterson/Little Falls/Go down ramp - Turn left onto McBride Ave. At
affic light, turn right onto Lackawanna Ave. Mid-block turn right to 86 Lackawanna Park
ROM 80 W - Exit 55A/Go down ramp onto Union Blvd. Turn left at traffic light onto Lackawanm
ve. Go past blinker and after traffic light turn right into 86 Lackawanna Park Complex.

HOURS: Mon-Fri. 6:00 a.m.-10:00 p.m. • Sat. 9:00 a.m.-5:00p.m. • Sun. 11:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.

Com $10 to $20 an
hour. 18 or over, with
car. Are you energetic,
outgoing, and have a
g o o d set of lungs.
Balloon am otion wants
you! (201) 325-0874.

S C H IC P P M A N — A
m an an d his van. Call
D a v e 669-5162. SpecialALASKA SU M M CA
izing in college moves CM PIOVM CNT - fishersince 1981.
ies. Corn $600+/week in
canneries or $4,000+/
month on fishing boats.
_
Ul
€ For em ploym ent proCAN H€IP: gram call 1-206-545KitooGtCMiraitr
Irish,Italian 4155 ext. A5096.
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DRINKING,
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«ovr baby.
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ENDOFTH
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YEARHASH
1 Oil FORUFO t ateper
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Pi-7203
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CALL
A FRIEND.
FRIEND.
A

L iL V
room a t OUT
home. Call
m
«.*
I*0 * ® Mike

collect

Drinking
Drinking and
and riding
ridingcan
can lead
lead toto a
loss
of
license,
a
conviction,
*oss l*cen se- 3 conviction, oror
even worse.
worse. W
When
hen you
you drink,
drink, gcget
even
aa ride
ride with
with aa friend.
friend. It’s
It’s •C
v oo
the best
best ca"
callV
you
can make.
make.Vw,
V ff
lhe
°u can
MOTORCYCLE SAFETY FO UN D ATIO N '^

MODELS NEEDED
FOR FASHION AND GLAMOUR
PHOTOGRAPHY
- N O E X P E R IE N C E N E C E S S A R Y
- LOOK YOUR BEST
• G E T A F R E E C O P Y O F EVERY P H O T O
CA LL AND LEAVE M E SS A G E
[2 0 1 ] 9 4 2 - 1 1 7 9
MAKE-UP CONSULTANTS ALSO NEEDED

A lpha Phi O m ega is sponsoring a

A p r i l 2 7 < fc 2 8
1 0 -4

S tu d e n t C e n te r R m . 120
(R e g is tra tio n ro o m )
SAVE A LIFE - PLEASE DONATE!

F R E E T -S H IR T S
FREE CH O LESTERO L
S C R E E N IN G
ALPHA PHI OMEGA IS A CLASS IV OF SGA
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Tickets go on sale Monday, April 19 in the student C enter
or Club Office room 112 SC Annex
First come, first serve
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M S C ’s w in streak at seven after K ean sw eep
After brief skid, Pohlman keys resurgance of offensive attack
by Keith A. Idee
Patience is a virtue.
These are words that MSC
head coach Anita Kubicka can cer
tainly attest to.
After the Red Hawks went
through a short dry spell in which
they lost three of four games,
they've roared back to win seven
straight games.

Softball
MSC's two most recent vic
tories came as a result of a doubleheader sweep of Kean College on
Tuesday in Union.
The Red Hawks easily won
the first game, 7-2 behind the bat
of Cindy Pohlman and the arm of
Michelle Serio.
Pohlman, a sophomore out
fielder collected three hits includ
ing an RBI double and two singles.
The New Foundland native has
been on an offensive tear as of late,

Junior Michelle Serio's steady pitching (10-4,2.15 ERA) has
been instrumental during the Red Hawks' recent surge.

Men's tennis (5-5) struggles to
finish season above .500
by Maureen K. Me Leer
As the end of the season
nears, the MSC men's tennis team
is struggling to keep its record at
.500. After dropping their last
two contests, the Red Hawks cur
rently sit at 5-5.
The Red Hawks showed
promise as their record was 5-3,
but their recent setbacks have side
tracked them. One of the team's
major goals at the beginning of
the season was to finish above
.500.
With improved talent and a
new coach there has been reason
for optimism in Upper Montclair.

The most recent loss came
at the hands of conference rival
Trenton State on Monday. The
Lions easily handled MSC, 8-1.
Trenton clearly outplayed
MSC during the impressive show
ing. The only victory that MSC
picked up in this one was from the
third-team doubles tandem of
W ade W hitehead and John
Morolis.
Trenton, a top NJAC team,
left an undeniable impression on
MSC head coach Barri Pollner.
"They're one of the best teams
we've played all year," she said.
Prior to Trenton loss, MSC
was upended by New York Uni-

.Senior Wade Whitehead prepares to return a serve
MSC's match against Trenton State on Monday.

versity, 7-2 on Saturday, April 10.
The Red Hawks picked up only
two victories in this non-confer
ence match. The first-doubles
team of Jason Cuomo and Jeff
Clemente, and second-doubles
partners Dan Kanowith and Craig
O'Connell kept MSC from being
shut out.
Pollner is pleased with the
performances of these two new
doubles teams. "I knew I needed
to re-arrange the doubles teams,
and the new partners seem to work
well together. They've definately
boosted our overall team strength,"
she said.
MSC's last victory came on
Friday, April 16 as the Red Hawks
edged Ramapo, 5-4.
This was a tight match that
included hard-fought singles vic
tories for Cuomo and Clemente.
Kanowith and O'Connell also
picked up a doubles win. MSC’s
Doug Sede lost his match, but was
impressive in his first varsity out
ing.
Sede is expected to be a key
contributor in the future for the
Red Hawks. The varsity experi
ence as a freshman can do nothing
but improve his game and boost
his confidence.
MSC closes out its' season
with a two-match set this week
end against the United States Mer
chant Marine Academy and New
Jersey Tech. Both are non-con
ference opponents. Check the
MSC Sports Schedule for dates
and times.

as she's raised her average to .415.
Her batting average and on-base
average (.468) are both good for
second on the team.
The Red Hawks (21-5 over
all, 2-2 NJAC) edged the Cougars
in the nightcap of the twin-bill, 10. Keri O'Meara's sacrifice fly in
the fourth that drove in Kristi
Kuchinski was all of the run sup
port that MSC would need.
That's because freshman
pitcher Denise Wamock tossed a
gem. The Keamy native allowed
only seven hits as she pitched her
first career shutout. Wamock
raised her record to 11-1 and low
ered her ERA to 1.51.
The two victories over their
conference opponent put the Red
Hawks' 1993 NJAC victory total
(two) past last season's total (one).
With a busy week of confer
ence games ahead, Kubicka doesn't
want her team to become sluggish.
"We're at a point in the sea
son where there’s a lull," said the
third-year coach. "The players need

to motivate themselves," she added.
With papers due and final
exam s slow ly appro ach in g ,
Kubicka has stressed the impor
tance o f time management skills to
her team.
"When it comes time for
them to step on the field I want
them to be totally focused on softball," she said.
Post-season play is heavily
on the minds of the Red Hawks.
Rowan and Trenton State will battle
it out for the NJAC regular season
title. MSC could play the spoiler
by defeating Trenton State in a
double-header this weekend.
The NJAC games are also
important because NCAA playoff
seedings are partially determined
by results of conference regular
season and tournament games.
RED H A W K N O TE S...
Kuchinski leads the team in bat
ting average (.455) and RBI
(3 1 )...Check the MSC Sports
Schedule for dates and times of
this week's games.

MSC Sports Schedule
Thursday, April 22:
Softball (away) vs. Rampo College (Double-header), 3 p.m,
Men's and women's outdoor track and field (away) The
Penn Relays at the University o f Pennsylvania, TBA
(through Saturday)
Lacrosse (home) vs. Kean College, 8 p.m.
Friday, April 23:
Baseball (home) vs. Ramapo College, 3:30 p.m
Saturday, April 24:
Baseball (home) vs. Rutgers-Camden (Double-header),
12 p.m.
Lacrosse (home) vs. Manhattanville College, 1 p.m.
Men's tennis (away) vs. United States Merchant Marine
Academy, 1 p.m.
Softball (home) vs. Trenton State (Double-header), 2 p.m.
Sunday, April 25:
Men's tennis (home) vs. New Jersey Tech, 11 a.m.
Monday, April 26:
Softball (home) vs. Rutgers-Newafk, 3 p.m.
Tuesday, April 27:
Baseball (away) vs. Western Connecticut, 3:30 p.m.
Softball (away) vs. Scranton University (Double-header),
3:30p.m.
Wednesday, April 28:
Baseball (home) vs. Dominican College, 3:30 p.m.
Lacrosse (home) vs. Pace University, 3:30 p.m.
Thursday, April 29:
Baseball (away) vs. Jersey City State, 3:30 p.m.
Softball (away) vs. Stony Brook College (Double-header),
3:30 p.m.

All home baseball games are played at Pittser Field.
•All home softball games are played at the Quarry Fields.
•All home lacrosse games are played at Sprague Field.
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C.L.U.B. P resents . . .

S P R IN G W F .F K ' 97>
April 26 - May 1,1993

" No Time For Sloop! "
"Monday

12pm - 4pm

Outrageous Obstacle Course
Student Center Mall (Ballrooms if rain)
All-Star Comedy Show
Rathskellar

9pm
Tuesday

8pm

%

1/

Great College Drive-In
'Singles" and "Death Becomes Her"
Clove Road Parking Lots
$2 per pe'ceonl $5 per cadoad

' r:

Wednesday 10am - 4pm

8pm
Thursday

Saturday

Wacky id's and Caricaturist
Student Center Cafeteria
6pm - 6pm Dr. Judy Kuriansky of Z100
Rathskellar

10am - 2pm

9am

1

\________

Spring Day
Blanton/Bohn Quad (Ballrooms if rain)
Featuring the "Bungee Run"
Lip Sync Contest
Student Center Ballrooms

Bus trip to Dorney Park, PA
Leaving from behind Student Center
Returning to campus a t 10pm
$6 per MSC student/ $10 per
non-Msc student
Tickets available in Box Office
First come, firs t serve.

CLUB is a Class One Organization of the SGA
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A VIEW
FRON THE
PRESSBOX
by Keith A. Idee

Knicks ' superguard John Starks
also a mild-mannered man
You could liken the differ
ence in his demeanor on and off of
the court to the story of Superman,
minus the wardrobe change in the
telephone booth.
When he's playing in front
of huge crowds, New York Knicks'
guard John Starks is a tough, emo
tional, fearless star who's been an
intrical part of the team's rise to the
top of the Eastern Conference this
season.
He drives to the basket with
reckless abandon, sacrifices his
body by drawing offensive fouls,
gets into classic trash-talking
battles with opposing players,
bombs away from three-point range
and is the epitome of what hard
work and determination can pro
vide.

The 6'5" Starks has also ac
quired quite a reputation around
the league. He's become one of the
league's better shooting guards, but
has angered some players and
coaches around the NBA with his
aggressive style of play.
Starks gets in his opponent's
face. If a player scores on him, it
won't come without a defensive
fight from Starks.
His flagrant foul on New
Jersey's Kenny Anderson that put
the Nets' star out for the season left
him with a negative label.
Starks has become a victim
of a bad rap. Despite what some
may think, Starks isn't arrogant nor
is he a dirty player. While he
certainly has his legions of fans,
some people misunderstand what

he's about Fans develop theiropinions of a player from what they see
on the court. However, in Starks'
case you must look deeper. That's
because John Starks, the basket
ball player and John Starks, the
person are quite different.
His story is one of desire and
determination. After attending four
colleges, playing in the CBA and
working at a grocery store, John
Starks has finally made a name for
himself in the NBA.
The undirect path he took to
achieve his current status keeps
him humble. He speaks in a low
tone and keeps everything in per
spective.
Sitting down and talking with
him this past Sunday afternoon
was a refreshing experience. This

Journalism at M ontclair State
Presents:
Filip Bondy, sports writer at The
New York Times:
" TheAlchemy of

Sports Writing:
Home Runs Into
Literature"
-A reporter who has covered the Olympic
Games, the New York Knicks, the New York
Rangers and the Boston Celtics talks about
sports writing as an art.
-Monday, April 26 at 12 p.m. in the Student
Center's Room 411.
-Journalism minors and all students welcome.

young man is a considerate, hon
est gentleman that genuinely ap
preciates his fame and fortune.
Keith Idee: Has the level of
success that you've achieved actu
ally sunk in yet?
Joh n Starks: No, not re
ally. I’ve just tried to remain level
headed through it all. I think that
this will all really hit me when my
basketball career is over.
KI: After moving around
from place to place, do you believe
that you've found a home in New
York?
JS: I hope it is, but this
business is kind of funny. Right
now, I'm playing very good bas
ketball and everyone around me
seems to be very happy with my
play. So, hopefully this will be a
permanent home for me.
KI: Aftereverythingyou've
been through, how much easier
has the financial security of a fiveyear, multi-million dollar contract
made your job and your life in
general?

I think that
this m il all redlly
hit me when my
basketball career
is ofir.
JS: It feels real good to be
able to take care of my family. I
don't have to worry about which
bills are going to be paid and which
bills aren't going to be paid and
that's a great feeling. The financial
security gives me peace of mind
and it allows me to rest easy at
night.
K I: To what extent has Pat
Riley had an influence on you?
JS : He's had a tremendous
effect on m yself and Anthony
Mason. His reputation has given
some added credibility to what
Anthony and I have accomplished
on the court. He's won four World
Championships and has coached

one of the best players to ever play
the game in Magic Johnson, so he
knows what it takes to be success
ful. One of the best things about
Pat is that he relates to players so
welland it's like having a playercoach out there. Also, he's taught
me some things that I need to learn
because I never had the opportu
nity to learn them in college and in
the CBA. Being under his tutelage
has certainly helped me become
the player that I am.
KI: Is the "Bad Boy" image
that the Knicks have been branded
with justifiable?
JS: We’re the type of team
that plays hard and physical. I
think that when you play as
aggresively as we do, you're going
to be labled as a dirty team. The
old Detroit Pistons were the "Bad
Boys” because they used to go out
and take cheap shots on people.
We're not like that. We just play
hard-nosed basketball and try to
win games.
KI: What would you like
people to know about yourself
that's not related to basketball?
JS: I give a lot credit to God
forgiving me a chance and making
life a little bit easier for me. When
I'm off of the court, I'm a family
man first and foremost. I love my
wife and kids dearly and spending
quality time with them is very im
port. Due to the fact that an NBA
schedule is so hectic, those times
are very precious.
KLYou've reached a level
of succes that could put you on an
NBA AllStar team in the future. Is
that a personal goal for you?
JS : At this point I'm just
concerned with winning. If I just
remain patient, the individual hon
ors will come in due time. I'll just
take the accolades as they come.
KI: Can the Knicks get past
Chicago and go on to win an NBA
Championship this season?
JS: That'sarealisticgoalfor
us. The Knicks organization did a
great job over the summer getting
the players that we needed to reach
the next level. We've also added
some leadership to the team. So,
now we’ll just have to wait and see.

In the bleachers...

O ff the court with

Softball stars in
NJAC games....... 25

Knicks' star guard
John Starks.... 27

Weekly MSC Sports
Schedule...............25

Tennis tripped
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Red H awks shot down by York,W illiam Paterson
by Brian Falzarano
Are the Red Hawks over
rated? Or did they just have one of
those weeks?
After exploding out of the
gates at 14-2, MSC (16-5) has lost
three of its last five including a 9-8
loss to York College (Pa.) at Pittser
Field on Tuesday.
This game started out as if
MSC, which beat York (10-9), 6-5
last year in the M id-A tlantic
Regionals, was in complete con
trol.

Baseball
After all, Chris Rampone had
a 4-1 lead in the fifth and was taken
out.
The relief pitching should
have held the lead. But three in
nings and eight runs later, MSC
was down 9-5, as York took its
sword and stabbed the Red Hawks
in their Achilles Heel - their relief
pitching.
O f the infamous middle re
lie vers, John B lacharsky (1 -1,15.43
ERA) was tagged with the loss,
after another brutal outing from
this relief corps.
MSC seemed to come alive
intheeighth. Tony Martinez singled
and Joe Critelli (4 hits, 4 RBI) hit a
two-run, opposite field homer.
Next John Pallino (.405, 36 RBI)
hit a towering home run, his sixth,

pulling the Hawks within 9-8.
This set the stage for Ralph
Yezza, who had a 19-game hitting
streak (23 since last year, a school
record). Yezza, who was 0 for 4 at
that point, hit a deep fly ball to
center. The center fielder went
back, and it was caught at the fence.
MSC was finished and so was
Yezza’s hitting streak.
"Ralph has been very consis
tent for us," said MSC head coach
NormSchoenig. Unfortunately for
the Red Hawks, even the best of
hitters have off days.
MSC also came up short on
Monday afternoon. William Pater
son warded off an MSC rally to
defeat the Red Hawks, 10-9, in
11 innings. The victory, which gave
the Pioneers (19-4,8-1) a one-anda -h a lf gam e lead o v er the
RedHawks in the NJAC, was the
ninth consecutive in the series.
William Paterson came out
of the gates quickly taking an 8-3
lead into the top of the eighth. With
one out, it seemed all but over. But
the Red Hawks came back to stroke
four consecutive doubles, pacing
MSC's four-run rally, which cut the
lead to 8-7.
WPC scored a run in the ninth,
and with two outs in the ninth, it
again seemed over. But the Red
Hawks, with a flare for the dramat
ics, again rose from the ashes. John
Pallino singled and Ralph Yezza
lined a 1-2 pitch over the center
field fence to tie the game at 9-9,
sending it to extra innings.

Lacrosse wins, improving
as post-season nears
by Nicole Festa
A season of high hopes and
aspirations has turned into one of
disappointment and hope of salvation for the Red Hawk lacrosse
team.
Follow ing last seaso n ’s
cause foroptimism,an ll-3record
and an ECAC Metro Tournament
Championship, MSC’s sights were
set on a first-ever NCAA tournarnent bid.
It doesn’t seem as if those
hopes will turn into reality. After
last week’s defeat against NYUAlbany, the Red Hawks bounced
back anddominated Fairfield College, 13-5, which may be ¿painful
reminder of what could’ve been,
MSC (4-4) was in control
from the outset, taking an 8-2 lead
at halftime. There were several
quality perform ances, four of
which stood out.
T o p -n o tch ju n io r m idfielder Keith Van Ness led MSC
with five goals and sophomore

mid-fielder Mike Bruton added a
hat trick (three goals). Freshman
attacker Jim Nugent added a goal,
but his key contribution was his
game-high four assists. KenKane,
M SC’s All-America candidate in
goal, stopped eight shots for the
win.
This victory could help the
Red Hawks for the rest of the season, as the drive towards a chance
todefendtheirECACMetroChampionship comes on Friday, April
30 when the ECAC Metro NY/NJ
Tournament begins.
However, MSC must face
two consecutive conference opportents at Sprague Field before the
tournament.
Saturday’s matchup with
Manhattanville at 1 p.m. and April
28's contest with Pace University
will help prepare the Red Hawks
forpost-seasonplay. These games
willprovecrucialtotheRed Hawks
as they try to salvage a season that
could have been.

Although lost beneath their
powerful hitting, their middle re
lief has been unsatisfactory. T.J.
C o stello (2 -2 ) w alked Paul
Bumbaco and gave up a single to
John D ’A ddeta, prom pting
Schoenig to bring in erratic right
hander Todd Sak, who responded
the way many view a freshman devoid of poise and out of control.
Sak then threw two wild
pitches. Thelatter scoredBumbaco
with the game-winning run.
"Our middle relief isn't very
good right now. Games axe won
andlostin middle relief," Schoenig
said emphatically. It has let too
many games stay close, allowed a
few games to get away and must
improve if MSC has any hope of
overtaking WPC.
"I am svre we will see them
(WPC) at least two or three more
tim es. W e ’re not done yet,"
Schoenig said.
If MSC is going to reach its
expectations, its middle relief had
better shape up. Or the Red Hawks
may ship out.

Sophomore shortstop Tony Martinez fields a ground ball in
Tuesday's 9-8 loss to York College at Pittser Field.
RED HAWK NOTES... In
the first MSC-WPC game (MSC
lost 16-5 on Thursday,4/15), both
teams combined to tie a national
record with 12 doubles...Where

would the Red Hawks be without
Ram pone, Yocum and Dippold?
These three have combined for an
11-0 record. The rest of the team is
5-5.

Can past glory be recaptured?
This upcoming weekend
marks the onset and completion
of one of the most spectacular
events in the sport of track and
field.. .The Penn Relays. Itishere
that athletes from evexy level of
the sport meet to display the talent
that they spend hours each day
refining and developing in the
hopes of one day running the race
that they have spent many long
nights dreaming about.

IVack Talk
by
M ark A lan Belnay
For a handful of individu
als this weekend it will be a mo
ment they will hold close to their
hearts until the day they pass. For
others who fail to achieve their
magic moment it will be another
rung on the ladder that will one
day lead them to their dream.
For the MSC track and field
team it is a chance to atone for all
of the lost steps and strides that
seem to have plagued this tal
ented team throughout the sea
son. For head coach John Blanton
and his staff it is the culmination
of hours of time spent watching
films and motivating their ath
letes to reach the pinnacle of their
talents. To be brief, it is their
magic moment.
With the MSC team head-

ing into the Penn Relays follow
ing a somewhat stronger perfor
mance than turned in during re
cent meets it is quite possible that
the team may at last be hitting its
stride in terms of putting it all
together. Blanton, however,
warns of being to optimistic based
on this past weekend's results. "It
may look good on paper, but in
reality we are still lacking the
fundamentals needed to perform
at the Penn Relays," he said re
garding the promise displayed sta
tistically this past weekend at the
Monmouth Relays. It has been
this precise problem that has hung
over the team since the onset of
the season. The performances are,
for the most part, good, but the
practices are definately compa
rable to watching paint peel as far
as intensity is concerned.
With the MSC team being
represented in the relay sections
in the 1600 meters, 400 meters,
800 meters, and the sprint medley
it has the talent to leave a lasting
impression upon its Division I
foes.
With the team awaiting the
return of Sharon Lindo from in
jury, the brunt of the leadership
duties as far as the women’s squad
is concerned have fallen on the
capable shoulders of Shantay
Brame. This past weekend she let
her rival Danielle Humphries of
William Paterson know that there
is still enough left to leave a trail
for Humphries to follow to the
finish line and disheartening sec-

ond place finish. Brame qualified
for the Nationals with a time of
25.20 in the 200 meters.
The m en’s team turned in
several sterling performances this
past weekend. The 400 meter re
lay team took first with a time of
41.84 The sprint medley team of
Dewayne Stevens, Neal Ruiz,
Wayne Dennis, and Jacinto Alayon
will need to regain their old form
and repeat their first place finish at
Monmouth Relays.
Individually the men looked
good at Monmouth with Stevens
qualifying for Nationals in the 200
meters with a time of 21.36.
Dennis took first in the 800
meters but didn't run at all close to
his potential according to Blanton.
As mentioned earlier in the
article this is a weekend in which
everything that the MSC team has
gone through this year in terms of
injury and disappointment can be
forgotten. In the minds of the
athletes and the coaching staff alike
the ability and talent is not a ques
tion. It is the heart and determina
tion that seems to be questionable
going into the weekdend.
Sometimes the best thing that
can happen to a champion is to be
knocked from the sky by those that
have patiently waited for the op
portunity to do so. It is into their
hearts that these athletes must reach
in order to regain that single mo
ment of greatness, that magic mo
ment that belongs only to them and
will foreverbe apart oftheir memo
ries.

